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Abstract 
The number of diverse and innovative technologies in the vehicles is increasing, video 
camera functions are one of them. Along with them the risk for driver distraction and 
inattention increase, and the development of good user interface has become more 
important. The purpose of this project was to examine where six different video camera 
applications preferably are shown and how they should be activated. The camera 
applications that were investigated are: Night vision, Front look around the corner, 360 Park 
assist, Rear view camera, Adapt camera and Blind spot side camera. The way of activation 
was generalized to either manual or automatic. Four display positions were decided to be 
used in the thesis work: HUD, DIM, RVM and ICM. The project was done as a thesis work 
for Volvo Car Corporation in Gothenburg, Sweden.  
 
An information gathering phase and tests of competitive systems started the study. The 
problems were investigated, defined and specified in a specification for each video camera 
function. Three concepts were generated and decided to further evaluate using focus 
groups. Three focus groups with different age and experience were used, all of them had 
driver license. The data collected was used to further develop the concepts and for further 
understanding of the problems with the different systems. A questionnaire was used to 
easier understand the general opinion. The concepts ME, WE and MEWE were established 
using the results from the focus groups. The concept ME focuses on the driver and 
presenting the information in the most natural display. The concept uses all four displays 
available to present the six video camera functions. The concept WE focus on the sense of 
us in the car and presents information so that everybody in the car can see it. The concept 
uses the only display that can be seen by all in the car, the ICM. The third concept, MEWE, 
is a mix of the two other concepts presenting the information in more than one display at the 
same time if necessary allowing every body to see. This concept presents the video 
cameras in all four displays, as ME, and presents the information in the ICM too.  
 
The concepts ME and WE were decided to evaluate in usability tests using a car simulator. 
The third concept was evaluated using a questionnaire during the tests. The usability tests in 
the simulator used three displays placed in the positions DIM, RVM and ICM. The HUD 
display was presented in the main frontal view. The 20 participants were equally split 
between two age groups, 18-45 and 46-65. Six of the participants were women and 14 were 
men. The participants were informed about the video camera applications and displays 
before taking part in the tests. Each person drove through a scenario twice testing the two 
concepts and were handed a questionnaire after each route. The results show that none of 
the concepts, ME and WE, was preferred more than the other. Only a few participants liked 
the idea of presenting the video camera functions as in MEWE. The most frequent 
comments indicated that the video cameras were naturally placed in ME but too many 
displays were used. The WE concept was easier to use but some of the functions would be 
preferred in other displays, especially Night Vision in the HUD. Regarding way of activation 
most participants preferred the functions 360 Park assist and Rear view camera to be 
activated automatically for example with reverse gear. The video camera functions Night 
vision, Front look around the corner and Adapt camera were preferred to activate manually. 
The Blind spot side camera was the function that most participant did not like and was not 
preferred in either was to be activated. 
 
The drivers' attitudes towards different placements and possibilities to activate the video 
cameras that were gathered during this thesis work show that there is no generally preferred 
concept. Depending on what focus Volvo Cars would prefer further tests should be made 
where the concepts affect on driving performance can be measured. It is recommended that 
further tests are made in reality to understand the true use of the systems and where to 
place them. Other systems such as Navigation should then also be included. 
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RVM

ICM 

HUD 

DIM 

Terminology 
HMI, human machine interaction means the cooperation and interaction between the human and 
the machine or system. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 1. Possible placements of the different displays used in this thesis work (www.volvocars.com, 2008) 
 
HUD, head up display is an imaginary image that is projected on the windscreen in front of the 
driver, figure 1 shows the display. 
 
DIM, driver information module is placed in front of the steering wheel containing information 
intended for the driver such as speedometer, figure 1 shows the display.  
 
RVM, rear view mirror is the name of the display located in the rear view mirror, figure 1 shows the 
display. 
 
ICM, infotainment control module is the upper part of the area between the two front seats. One or 
two displays are often located in this area, figure 1 shows the display used in this thesis work. 
 
Cluster is the area located in front of the steering wheel, contains the DIM.  
 
Speedometer is the meter that provides the driver with information about the speed, can be either 
analogue or digital. 
 
Odometer is the meter that shows how far the car has gone since it was new. 
 
Centerstack is the area between the two seats in the front of the car and above the gear lever. 
 
Infotainment is the combined words information and entertainment explains the kind of information 
that normally is showed in the ICM. 
 
Navi/RTI/Navigation give the driver information of where the car is located, often displayed as a 
dynamic map.  
 
BLIS, blind spot information system is Volvo Cars' technique that is used today based on sensors 
to aware the driver of the blind spot. A lamp located beside the two outer mirrors enlightens when 
there is an obstacle in the blind spot. 

http://www.volvocars.com
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Safety 
 

 
Modern Scandinavian design 

Caring of the environment 
 
 

Premium quality  
Customer satisfaction  

Enjoying driving 

1. Introduction 

1.1 Background 
The number of systems in the cars is increasing. As a direct result to this the risk of 
distraction of the driver increases. Along with this good user interface and interaction 
between the driver and the systems is a field that progress with greater importance. 
Innovative and more efficient ways of showing information allows the driver to focus on the 
primary task, driving. 
 
The National Road Administration has started a project called Intelligent Vehicle Safety 
Systems (IVSS), which is a part of their vision of zero injuries and accidents due to the 
traffic. The IVSS project focus on minimizing distraction and optimizing the interaction 
between the car and the driver. As a part of IVSS Volvo car cooperation has, together with 
the IT University of Gothenburg, Chalmers University of Technology and Luleå University of 
technology created the project Optimized Systems Integration For Safe Interaction In 
Vehicles (OPTIVe) which aims to develop the presentation of information to the driver. This 
thesis project is focusing on one way of presenting information to the driver in different 
situations, with the help of video cameras. 
 
At Volvo Car Corporation’s division of Human Machine Interaction (HMI) it is seen that in the 
future more information in the car will be presented through displays whose quality and 
functionality is high. The use of video cameras is one way of getting information about the 
car that is possible to present in such displays. This thesis is set to provide initial information 
on where different video views optimally are placed. Figure 2 shows the pyramid that 
symbolizes the three major concerns that influent all projects at Volvo car cooperation 
including this thesis work.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2. The pyramid that symbolizes the major concerns of Volvo Car Corporation. (www.volcocars.com, 2008) 
 

1.2 Purpose and goal 
The goal of this thesis work is to explore different ways of presenting video cameras in the 
car by developing three concepts that present the information in different displays. The 
concepts will provide whole solutions for a given set of video camera functions in four 
predetermined displays. The concepts will be evaluated using a representative scene in a 
car simulator at Lindholmen Science Park and the subjective results will be used to present 
future recommendations. 

http://www.volcocars.com
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1.3 Delimitations 
This thesis work will consider the use of six camera functions: Night vision, Front look 
around the corner, 360 Park assist, Rear view camera, Adapt camera and the Blind spot 
side camera. No thoughts considering the use of navigation systems or use of a reduced 
number of the mentioned video camera functions will be considered. Thoughts concerning 
target groups will not be a part of the evaluation. 
 
The display positions that will be evaluated are located in four different positions: the Head 
Up Display projected on the windscreen (HUD), the Driver Information Module (DIM) placed 
in the cluster, the Rear View Mirror (RVM) and the Infotainment Control Module (ICM) placed 
in the centerstack. The size, material, design aspects and technical limitations of the 
displays will be limitedly discussed. In the usability tests the functions will be activated 
automatically. 
 
Cost estimations will not be considered nor construction or production planning.
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2. Theory 
The following theory has formed a base in this thesis work. 
 
 

2.1 Eye accommodation 
The eyes’ capability to adjust its focal length to seeing in close and far distance is called 
accommodation. The focal length, the distance between the lens and the back of the eye, 
becomes shorter when the ciliary muscles contract and squeeze the lens into a more convex 
shape. The more convex shape refracts the visual impression better and focus at the back of 
the eye. (www.glenbrook.com, 2008) The eyes ability to reshape is shown in figure 3. 
 

Figure 3. An explanatory figure of the lens’ ability to reshape. (www.hyperphysics.com, 2008) 
 
The eyes need to accommodate at its maximum when focusing in close distance but is 
relaxed when set for distant vision. The focal length is at its longest, when the eye is relaxed, 
starting at vision impressions from distances at approximately 3 meters. 
(www.glenbrook.com, 2008) 
 
The ability to refract light rays is measured in dioptre. With age the lens becomes 
increasingly stiff and the ability to reshape and focus in close distance decrease. At age 10 
years 14-16 dioptre is usual but at age 45 years 4,5 dioptre is usual and at 60 years 0,5 
dioptre. (www.certec.lth.se, 2008) 
 
 

2.2 Human information processing 
Human performance is often measured by speed and accuracy. They are a way to measure 
how a design or environment affects performance. To understand why the design and 
environment affect the performance the human mind can be described in the terms of an 
information processor. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) Figure 4 shows an idea of how the 
system could be described.  
 
Just as an information processor the mind is divided into stages. The stages function is to 
perform or carry out some operation on the information that is received. The information 
flows through the system processed at different stages parallel or separated and is often 
over in a few seconds. The information process can start for example by intention or by 
environmental input. There is no fixed starting point depending on the feedback loop. 
(Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
 
 

http://www.glenbrook.com
http://www.hyperphysics.com
http://www.glenbrook.com
http://www.certec.lth.se
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Figure 4. The human-information process divided into stages. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
 
The sensory processing starts with a stimulus to our senses. All sensory systems have a 
Short-Term Sensory Store (STSS) where a stimulus first is processed. This is a temporary 
storage of the stimuli to extend its representation. Our auditory STSS prolong a stimulus for 
as long as 2-4 seconds which means that if for example a driver is distracted when receiving 
an auditory message the driver can recover the information for a few seconds after. 
(Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
 
Sensory processing is not sufficient for efficient human performance, the stimuli must also 
be interpreted and given a meaning by the stage perception. Perceptual processing is often 
requiring little attention for an automatic and fast response. However the process can also 
be driven by both sensory and long-term memory input, called bottom-up and top-down 
processing. The perceptual and cognitive processes are distinguished by speed and how 
automatic the response is. A typical perceptual performance is what happens when a video 
camera function prints “error” on the display when not functioning. Cognitive processing 
would be required when the same video camera function did not function but instead of 
printing “error” the display would simply display conflicting information. The driver would then 
have to interpret the information, requiring more time, attention and mental work, to 
understand that the system is not working properly. The difference between perception and 
cognition is that cognitive operations such as rehearsal, reasoning and transformation of 
images require the use of our working memory, an easily disrupted temporary store. If some 
material is rehearsed and learnt it can sometimes enter the long-term memory, which is less 
vulnerable. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
 
When a stimulus is interpreted and understood the next stage is the selection of response 
and then executing an action. There is a clear difference between selection and execution of 
a response. A driver can decide to turn of the video camera application since it does not 
seem to function but the driver might press the wrong button and not reach his or her goal. In 
such case the driver would have selected a correct response but executed the action 
unsuccessfully. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
 
The feedback loops in the process and gives the driver important information on whether the 
intended goal was reached or not. A typical critical factor is when a system has a delayed 
respond to a user’s action and this creates insecurity. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
 
Another component involved in the information process is the mental resource or how much 
attention that is required. Some mental operations are carried out automatically but most of 
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them are not. Those that do not require the selective application of limited resources are 
often driven by past experiences. By experience human has learnt and elaborated strategies 
to divide our attention. If a certain task requires total attention one task or the other must 
suffer. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 

2.3 Attention 
Our senses give us information all the time that we need to translate and interpret. Most of 
the information that our senses give us is not important and we need to categorize and learn 
how to select what we need to react to and what we do not need to react to. Three different 
types of attention are (Danielsson, 2001): 
 
Selective attention is what we need to be able to select the information to concentrate on 
and to reject other. For example when parking a driver needs to be able to get input from 
both the surrounding and video camera displays with helpful information. (Danielsson, 2001) 
 
Focused attention means concentrating on only one source and rejecting all other distracting 
information. This is used when for example a parent need to reject distracting information 
from a child when driving in a demanding situation. (Danielsson, 2001) 
 
Split attention is the opposite of focused attention meaning that we get information from 
more than one source at the same time. Information from the sources needs to be equally 
focused. For example when driving the driver must be able to both talk to other passengers 
and still focus on the primary task, driving. (Danielsson, 2001) 
 
There are a few things that need to be thought of when we divide our attention. How often a 
certain stimulus occurs need to affect our attention. When driving in a city the driver needs to 
give more attention to the changing surrounding than to the speedometer. The cost of 
missed stimulus does also affect our attention. When driving on a country road it is not very 
often you meet an elk but if you do meet one you need to react correctly. A driver needs to 
give attention to the side of the road to avoid an accident. Another outer factor that affects 
how we divide our attention is how prominent something is. Factors that affect how 
prominent something is are interesting when forming driver interfaces. (Danielsson, 2001) 
Such factors are:  
 
Colour is used to affect our attention. Some colours make a product more prominent than 
other. (Danielsson, 2001) 
 
Motion can be used to make a product more prominent. For example in a classroom it is 
obvious when something or someone starts moving everybody’s attention is dragged to look 
in that direction. (Danielsson, 2001) 
  
Placement is a third factor that influent the attention. By placing something on top of a 
screen or in the middle this tends to get more attention. (Danielsson, 2001) 
 
 

2.4 Distraction 
Anything that diverts the driver's attention from the primary task driving, including navigating 
the vehicle and responding to critical events, can be called distraction. Distraction can be 
described in three categories; visual, cognitive and manual distraction. Visual distraction is 
when your eyes are taken of the road, for example when looking at a display in the car. 
Cognitive distraction is when your mind no longer is focused on the primary task, for 
example when thinking of what song you wants to listen to. Manual distraction is when your 
hands no longer are used for driving, for example when pushing a button in the centerstack. 
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Many systems that we use in the car distracts in all three categories. There are two 
components that affect the amount of distraction; frequency and demand of attention. How 
frequent the driver chooses to multitask and is exposed to the distraction. Demand of 
attention relate to how demanding the distracting task is and if the task requires visual, 
cognitive and manual attention. (Wickens & Hollands, 1999) 
  
There is research investigating how distraction affects the driver's performance and how to 
minimize negative effects. (www.nhtsa.com, 2008) A high number of investigations and 
research reports claim that distraction is the reason to many car accidents. In the USA as 
many as 25% of the accidents are directly related to distraction within the car. (Young, 
Regan & Hammer, 2003)  
 
 

2.5 Problems with automation 
The human machine interaction can easily be described as a human action requiring some 
sort of feedback from the system or machine. With increasing automation the problems with 
trust are an effect. The human does no longer get the direct feedback and information that 
could rebuild the trust when the system or machine operates automatically. The feedback is 
perhaps more abstract or indirect and harder to understand. (Danielsson, 2001) The 
following explains the difference between low and high level of automation: 
 
Low level of automation exists in systems or machines that give direct feedback such as for 
examples a bicycle. Pushing the pedals makes the bicycle move and we can easily see if 
there is a problem with the mechanics that makes the bicycle move forward. (Danielsson, 
2001) 
 
High level of automation exists in many of the systems or machines that handle every day. A 
car is an example where pushing the gas pedal makes the car move but we do not see the 
mechanics that actually make the car move forward. The car can, for most people, be 
described as opaque. The translucency of the systems relies on the information that is 
displayed to us by lights and information displays. The information is more abstract and 
needs to be presented properly for the right conclusions. Generally these kinds of systems 
are harder for humans to confide in. To solve the problems with an opaque system of 
machine mental models are used. Mental models helps to control our attention and 
understand what effects a certain action would have on the system. Conclusions and the 
effect of an action can then be tested mentally before tested in reality. To develop true 
mental models physical experience of the system is needed, reading manuals or instructions 
is not enough. (Danielsson, 2001) 
 
 

2.6 The design principles of Norman 
Norman's design principles are based on theories, knowledge, experience and common 
sense. They are formed to enhance working with usability in the product development 
process. (Norman, 2001) The following explains a few principles in short: 
 
A good conceptual model allows us to predict the effects of our actions by a mental 
simulation of an operation. It is important that the model is good or we will operate blindly 
and would be able to solve problems that might come up. (Norman, 2001) 
 
Visibility suggests that when ever the number of possible actions exceeds the number of 
controls, a designer has to think twice. Operations that are invisible might tend to become 
mysterious and difficult. (Norman, 2001) 

http://www.nhtsa.com
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Natural mapping means that there should be a logic and clear relation between a control and 
its effects on a system or device. The relative position of a control and its effects is also 
important. (Norman, 2001) 
 
Constraints might limit possible actions in a certain situation to prevent the user from doing 
unwanted actions. Constraints can be physical, semantic, logical and cultural. (Norman, 
2001) 
 
Affordance means giving clues of how a certain product should be used. An object with good 
affordance gives the user clear clues of how to interact with the system or device. (Norman, 
2001) 
 
Feedback lets the user know what has been done by sending plain information back to the 
user upon action. Every action should lead to a direct and plain effect. There are a few 
different kinds of feedback; auditive, haptic, tactile and visual. Auditive feedback can be used 
to declare a certain act. Humans use sounds as one of our most important ways to 
communicate and for example are signals used to get attention. Haptic feedback comes 
from our muscles and joints that cooperate and makes it possible for us to identify different 
sizes and designs. We often get haptic feedback when pushing a button so that we know 
that we have pushed it. Tactile feedback is given to us by our perception of touch and is 
related to our fingertips. Tactile feedback comes from for example different surface 
structures and vibration. Visual feedback is for example colors, forms and placement that 
give us information about a certain situation. (Norman, 2001) 
 
Consistency means that actions that are alike should have for example buttons that are 
alike. A system that is consistence should also repeatedly use the same relation between 
actions and buttons, such a system is easier to learn. (Norman, 2001) 
 
 

2.7 Laws and criterions 
The three following areas were decided to affect the use of video cameras presented 
through displays in the cars: (www.nhtsa.com, 2008) 
 

• The driver's field of vision (forward and backward) 
• Signals and buttons 
• HMI, the drivers interaction with the systems 

 
(www.nhtsa.com, 2008) 
 
Information regarding the precise problems due to the use of video cameras could not be 
found. Only more overall information regarding the three topics and the ability to convey 
vehicles in a safe way are defined by law and criterions. Trustmarks regarding the use of 
display systems while driving are summarized in the following: (www.jama.or.jp, 2008) 
 

• A display system must be designed so that the negative effects of driver distraction 
must be kept to a minimum. 

• The driver's field of vision and the driving operation should not be limited by the 
position of a display. 

• The information should not be of that kind that needs to be gazed at continuously. 
The information should not present in big portions but in sufficiently small volume so 
that it can be comprehended in a short time.  

• The information should also be presented to comply with an internationally agreed 
standard regarding readability, audibility, icons and symbols, letters etc. The 

http://www.nhtsa.com
http://www.nhtsa.com
http://www.jama.or.jp
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luminous intensity, contrast and colors etc should not be dazzling to the driver at 
night.  

• The type of information that should be provided by a display should be related to 
driving.  

• The display should be possible to maneuver by the driver without too much manual 
distraction. Two hands should not have to be removed from the steering wheel 
simultaneously. The display should not demand immediate response from the driver. 
The driver should be able to discontinue the displayed information. 

• The display's functions that are not presumed to be used while driving should not be 
operational by the driver when the vehicle is in motion. 

 
(www.jama.or.jp, 2008)

http://www.jama.or.jp
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3. Methodology 
The word method comes from Greek and is used to described a planned process to achieve 
a specific goal (Bohgard, Karlsson, Lovén, Mikaelsson, Osvalder, Rose & Ulfvengren, 2008). 
During this thesis work the following tools and methods has been used to enhance the 
process and to keep quality and level of knowledge high. 
 
 

3.1 Work plan 
A project plan is set up to aware all parties in a project, the project team and the client, about 
the distribution of responsibilities, the purposes, goals, delimitations and work plan. Project 
planning also includes a timetable and contact information which makes the communication 
within the group and between the group and client easier. A good work plan is the basis for a 
good product development. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) A structured project planning contains 
the following steps: (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
1. The project's goal  
In order to make the right decisions in critical situations it is important to have clear goals 
and that all concerned are aware of them.  
 
2. The project's content  
A verbal description of the project which describes the contents. This includes together with 
other parts the historical background, current situation and desire for improvement.  
 
3. The project's division into sub-projects  
If required, the project is divided into smaller and more manageable parts. Each part has 
clear demarcations and a specified content.  
 
4. Project Management  
A team for different parts of the project and their responsibilities is decided.  
 
5. Time table  
The project's total time table is assessed and divided into different activities. A time schedule 
is often done with a Gantt schedule which is plotted in a coordinate system in which the x-
axis equals time and the y-axis represents activities. Each activity is represented by a line or 
a field that extends over the duration of time in which the activity is decided.  
 
6. Estimated costs, cost planning 
Costs for the project and the various activities are decided upon. 
 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 

3.2 Gathering of data 
To avoid revision and changes leading to increased costs a fundamental gathering of 
information is necessary. Gathering data is not only important initially but also during the 
analysis and when developing ideas as well as during the writing of the final report. The 
gathering of information can be divided into different categories to facilitate the work. These 
categories are often used: general, user, market and product information. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 
1993)  
 
Collection of all data is done through literature studies, interviews, experiments and by 
searching in databases. When you start researching in literature it is good to first obtain a 
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background through, for example, textbooks. General information can be obtained by 
reading research reports. More detailed information is provided by specialist and reference 
papers. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
 Through interviews and informal talks with the persons concerned by the problem much 
information is obtained. To facilitate interviews a questionnaire can be prepared. Questions 
should be addressed in such way that the answers are objective. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
  
The definition of an experiment is that it is a controlled process that is scientifically observed. 
The purpose is often to test a hypothesis. During a project it becomes almost always 
necessary to carry out some kind of experiment. Careful planning and using methods that 
are convenient is important when experimenting. Both the situation and the result should be 
possible to reproduce. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

3.2.1 General information 
This information is often obtained at first contact with the problem. General information 
concern, for example, how the problem was first raised and in which situations the problem 
exists. The person who initiates the problem provides most often with this kind of general 
information. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

3.2.2 User information  
User information includes the persons concerned by the problem, the users, and to what 
extent they are concerned. This information is what forms a base to the solution of the 
problem. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993)  
 
When developing concepts the first step is the identification of customer needs. The goal is 
to get an understanding of customer needs by meeting the customers and identify their 
needs. A factual basis is created so that nothing is forgotten. To be able to identify the needs 
of costumers an idea about in what environment the product is used in and who uses the 
product is required. Hidden needs will be found and data interpreted by asking why and not 
by asking how. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

3.2.3 Market information  
By studying the solutions that are already on the market this kind of information is gathered. 
Laws and regulations needs to be interpreted. The overall possibilities and market 
developments are important to have an idea about. Already existing products can be 
modified, upgraded and combined to make the own product better than and as competitive 
as possible. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

3.2.4 Product information 
When one final concept has been developed a company that can manufacture the product is 
to be contacted and initiated in the project. Information needed to start manufacturing should 
be gathered. Methods that are used by competitors working with similar products are a good 
to study. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

 

3.3 Description of the problem 
The description of the problem is divided into determination of the problem, investigation, 
definition of the problem and specification of the problem. Methods for how to work with 
these are described in detail below. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
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3.3.1 Determination of the problem 
To ease the collaboration between people involved with a problem agreeing and deciding on 
a determination of the problem is very important. The problem must be made clear and 
easily understood. The determination of the problem must be concise and simple formulated 
in order to prevent misunderstandings and misinterpretations. It is important that the 
determination does not lead to restrictions of the opportunities on how to solve the problem. 
Deciding an appropriate starting point is the second step when solving the problem. 
Demarcations of the problem which means that the dimension of the problem, process limits, 
environment, users and the relation between the user and the product must be established. 
It is good to know that the problem determination phase often needs to be adjusted 
throughout the project process. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
There are a number of methods to facilitate this process of determining the problem. Usually 
a combination of them is used in order to get the most appropriate method. Two of these 
methods are: (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
The question method means that through a number of significant questions facts and 
observations are gathered and form the final description of the problem. Answers must be 
based on a facts and on as reliable basis as possible. These answers are sought within the 
working group but information and knowledge is often obtained from outside the group. 
 
The situation determination method through visiting concerned persons with educational 
purposes information about existing circumstances is learned through questions and 
observations. 
 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

3.3.2 Investigation of the problem 
Investigation of the problem is a more precise investigation of the problems background, 
present and future situation. The purpose of this research is to get an understanding of the 
problem and to be able to set up a list with criterions or a specification of requirements that 
the product should fulfil. Criterions are demands and wishes that the solution should fulfil. 
Demands are important to fulfil and wishes are negotiable depending on their grade of 
importance. The final specification of requirements is a more precise description of the 
project’s goal. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) Investigating the problem includes three stages to 
facilitate the process including dividing, analyzing and specifying the problems: (Hamrin & 
Nyberg, 1993) 
 
Dividing the problem is done by clarifying sub problems and influencing factors. 
 
Analyzing the problem is done by processing and putting the material together. 
 
Specification of the problem is possible by composing a specification of requirements. 
 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
There are a number of methods that can be used to divide and analyze problems. A Division 
into functions, a Tree of functions and an Analysis of imperfections are a few of those: 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993)  
 
Division into functions is a method that classifies the functions in various ways by comparing 
importance. It is usually said that a product has some functions when it carries out, allows 
and participate in various activities. The key feature is the function that the product is 
primarily intended to perform. There is only one key function. Sub features are the functions 
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that support the use of and the manufacturing the product but are not essential to its most 
important function. Sub features that interact form a superior function. A number of sub 
features usually form the key function. The easiest way to distinguish between sub features 
and the key function is to ask if the key function still is present when the feature in question 
is removed. 
 
Tree of functions is used to get a graphic description when dividing the problem into 
functions and sub functions. The method is used as a complement to other methods and is 
particularly useful when the customer needs has to be analyzed and ranked in order of 
importance in a mathematical way. This method is an organized study with the help of charts 
and schematic layouts similar to a mind map that gives a good overview and helps 
structuring the needs. Deciding functions is done by using a VERB + a SUBSTANTIVE. 
When developing for example an exhibition case some functions would be "Sell product", 
"Show product" and "Attract Visitors". The functions describe the requirements which the 
product must fulfill, not how they should be resolved. The purpose of the method is to 
enforce a description and division of the problems and requires good linguistic and logical 
abilities. Not least in the case of human and machine systems. Expressing characteristic 
functions are almost impossible for example, "Attract the eye". 
 
Analysis of imperfections can be done when an existing product is available. Disadvantages, 
shortcomings and improvable parts are analyzed. By studying the object in a picture or, in 
reality, these shortcomings, disadvantages, the look and design can be identified. Thereafter 
desired improvements can be decided upon. 
 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
3.3.3 Definition of the problem  
To be able to continue the investigation of the problem demarcations must be established for 
continued work. The criterions need to be formulated and their importance determined. The 
criterions, the functions, requirements and wishes produced are usually far too many and a 
selection must be made. The selection is made according the functions mutual importance. If 
the number of functions after the selection still is large the functions can be divided into 
groups. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) There are two methods that can be used in this process: 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993)  
 
Grading the criterions is a method in which the criterions are placed in a necessity and 
desirable scale. According to the following: 
 
5 - Necessary  
4 - Very desirable   
3 - Desirable  
2 - Not very desirable  
1 - Insignificant desirable 
 
Weighing criteria method is a mathematical way of comparing the criterions. In table 1 you 
can se an example of a how this is done. Each feature is set against the other and judged as 
the following: 
 
1 - Equally important  
2 - More important  
0 - Less important 
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Table 1. A mathematical way of comparing the criterions for an exhibition case. 
 
 

Seen in 
distance 

Assembling Transportation Inviting Σ Weight 

Seen in 
distance 

1 2 2 1 6 6/16 

Assembling 0 1 1 0 2 2/16 
Transportation 0 1 1 0 2 2/16 
Inviting 1 2 2 1 6 6/16 
   16 6/16 
 
 
The results of this kind of table can put together in for example a Tree of functions.  
 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 

3.3.4 Specification 
In a specification of the product conditions and goals of the planned product are gathered. 
What the product must fulfil is clarified, but not how. It is important that the specification is 
evaluated and updated along the whole development process. (Johannesson, Persson & 
Pettersson) Business opportunities and product life cycle features of the desired product are 
structured in a document. This is followed by a priority among the features. Mainly the 
specification is made to assure that certain qualities of the product will be realized in the final 
product. (Österlin, 2003) 
 
 

3.4 Generating concepts 
A concept of a product is a description of the technique, how it is supposed to work and look. 
To produce as many ideas as possible there are many methods to use in this creative 
process. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) Methods used in this thesis work are Brainstorming and 
Extreme thinking. 

3.4.1 Brainstorming 
Brainstorming promotes quantity before quality. The more ideas produced the better chance 
to find a good solution. The goal is that by thinking out of the box new creative solutions that 
combined and complemented will lead to new solutions. (Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) Often the 
method is used in groups to generate many ideas and it is important not to criticise or judge 
others drafts. A creative and positive environment stimulates the flow of ideas and all ideas 
should be noted and evaluated after the session. (Bohgard, et al., 2008) 

3.4.2 Extreme thinking 
The idea is using extremes to find new solutions. The most expensive, the cheapest, the 
most beautiful etc. helps thinking out of the box. Using catchwords that are associated with 
the task to create concepts with different focus is another way to think more extreme. 
(Hamrin & Nyberg, 1993) 
 
 

3.5 First evaluation of concepts 
When many concepts have been developed a few of these are desirable to evaluate and 
improve which means that a selection must be made. Using a focus group is one method to 
select and evaluate concepts. (Bohgard, et al., 2008) 
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3.5.1 Focus group 
Using focused interviews in groups is a method to examine general knowledge, attitudes and 
judgments. The method can also be used to get input from developed concepts and when 
selecting concepts. A focus group consists of 6-10 persons and is often guided to discuss 
within a certain field of interest by a moderator. It is the moderator’s responsibility to make 
sure that all participants take part in the discussions and that all questions and problems are 
discussed. Pictures and objects that represent different product types are good to use when 
starting the discussion. A questionnaire can be used to collect data apart from taking noted 
during the session. (Bohgard, et al., 2008) It is important that the focus group consists of 
people that feel comfortable with each other to avoid a suppressed discussion. 
(Johannesson, Persson & Pettersson, 2004) 

3.5.2 Questionnaire 
A questionnaire is a form of interview without having the interviewer present. The 
respondents are allowed to answer questions in written. To be sure that the questions are 
answered to as planned a pilot test should be made before the questionnaire is handed out. 
The questions should be simply written and easy to understand. Depending on what kind of 
information that is to be gathered by the questionnaire the questions can be formulated 
differently described as open or closed. Open questions give the responders the possibility 
to in their own words answer to a question and close questions give the responders the 
possibility to choose from alternatives of a scale without having to describe the answer. 
(Bohgard, et al., 2008) 
 
 

3.6 Further development of concepts 
The concepts are developed and detailed using the feedback learnt from for example focus 
groups. A good idea is to visualize and document the concept with different techniques so 
that it more easily can be evaluated. Often the opportunity to feel and sense the atmosphere 
around the product makes the evaluation easier. If the product is to be put in manufacture 
the more of our five senses that are used the better the evaluation. (Österlin, 2003)  
 
 

3.7 Evaluation of concepts 
Concepts can be evaluated using different methods; mathematical evaluation and through 
user tests. 

3.7.1 Mathematical evaluation 
To evaluate the concepts a mathematical way of choosing the concept that best fulfils the 
requirements can be used, figure 5 shows an explanatory scheme. The method starts with 
grading how well each concept fulfils the decided needs or criterions. A scale from zero to 
five, where five means a need fully fulfilled and zero means that it is not at all satisfied, can 
be used. Once each need or criterion is graded they are multiplied with the specific 
criterion’s total weight, decided earlier in the process. The result of each concept is then 
summarized providing a measure of how well the concept fulfills the requirements, the higher 
the number the better. (www.ltu.se, 2008) 

http://www.ltu.se
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Figure 5. Explanation of how the mathematical evaluation was calculated. 

3.7.2 Usability test 
Usability test is an experimental method that can provide both subjective and objective 
feedback. The method lets the users test a concept or a prototype in a laboratory 
environment or in reality. The participants should be as alike the expected target group as 
possible depending on what kind of results that are aimed at. It is commonly said that if 5-6 
persons participate in the test about 75-80% of the concept’s or product’s problem are found. 
The expected time durance for a usability test should not be more than 30 minutes, totally 
one hour including introduction and a final discussion. It is important that the participants are 
informed that it is not their performance but the concept’s or product’s usability that is tested 
and evaluated. (Bohgard, et al., 2008) 
 
A usability test should be planned and structured to provide with usable data. Preparation, 
realization and analysis are three phases that are a good use when planning the tests. 
Preparation includes definition of the test’s goal and in what environment the test should be 
executed in. What kind of data that is to be gathered is also established. Realization includes 
carrying out the tests. It is important that the repeatability is high so that the tests do not vary 
and influence the results. After the realization the data is analyzed in a final phase. 
(Bohgard, et al., 2008) 

Total weight of a criteria * Grade = The importance of a specific grade, Z 
 
The sum of all Z for one application = The grade of a certain solution of a video camera 
application, max 5 
 
The sum of each solutions of the video camera solutions= The concepts grade, max 30 
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4. Realization 
This chapter describes how this thesis work was performed using the methods described. 
 
 

4.1 Work plan 
1. The project's goal  
The goal with the project was to evaluate four different display positions for functions used in 
the car. Three concepts were set to develop. 
 
2. The project's content  
This thesis work was decided to contain information gathering, concept generation and 
usability tests in the simulator at Lindholmen as a final evaluation of the concepts. 
 
3. The project's division into sub-projects  
Specification: 3/10 2008 
Generated concepts and prepared for use of the simulator: 31/10 2008 
Final concept done: 5/12 2008 
Report finished: 7/1 2009 
Presentation: 15/1 2009 at LTU and 19/1 at Volvo Cars 
 
4. Project Management  
Responsible student: Maria Jonefjäll 
Supervisor at the University: Peter Bengtsson 
Supervisors at Volvo Cars: Thomas Lindgren and Martin Fagerström 
Examiner: Stig Karlsson 
 
5. Time table  
A Gantt scheme was planned see appendix 1.  
 
6. Estimated costs, cost planning 
This was decided to not be a part of this thesis work. 
 
 

4.2 Gathering of data 
During this thesis work data has been gathered mostly through experts involved in 
development of this kind of technical advanced cars, see appendix 2. Since the four displays 
used in this work not yet are reality information about them has been hard to find. 

4.2.1 General information 
This thesis work was initiated by Volvo Cars as a part of the project OPTIVe. Though the 
supervisors Thomas Lindgren and Martin Fagerström most of the general information about 
the solutions existing today was given. Internet was used for more information and 
describing pictures. The general information about methods used in this project was found in 
textbooks and at internet. 

4.2.2 User information 
Information about the users' needs and wishes were gathered through informal interviews. 
Focus groups were used to get comments and when selecting concepts. The three focus 
groups were used trying to get input from different categories of drivers: young, old and 
experts. 
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The subcontractor Gentex provided with user test results and a survey examining the 
optimum position for a display showing the Rear view camera. 

4.2.3 Market information 
To get information about the video camera applications competitors were studied. On the 
internet information about systems used in some competitive cars was found. Inspiring 
information from concept cars was also gathered.  
 
Three cars were tested a Lexus LS460, an Audi A4 and a BMW 530d. The goal with the 
tests was to get experience of the different solutions in order to get a better insight of how 
they work and how the display positions affected the functions, appendix 3 shows comments 
from the tests in Swedish. 
 
At Volvo Cars a Volvo XC70 was tested using a Rear view camera in the rear view mirror, 
comments are found in appendix 4, text in Swedish. A Front look around the corner was also 
tested in a Volvo V70. 
 
Law and restrictions were studied considering: 
 

• The driver's field of vision (forward and backward) 
• Signals and buttons 
• HMI, the drivers interaction with the systems 

 
The information was found in Ford's database containing International regulations, 
InterRegs. Trustmarks regarding the use of displays were also studied based on information 
found at internet. 

4.2.4 Product information 
Contact with the subcontractor Gentex provided information about possible future displays in 
rear view mirrors. The subcontractor Denzo also provided information about possible 
solutions on the displayed images. Competitor tests provided information about systems and 
displays that are available today. At Volvo Cars information about plans for future displays in 
the cars was gathered within the Research and Development unit. This information formed a 
base for the usability test used for evaluation in this thesis work.  
 
Information regarding the manufacturing of these video camera applications was not 
gathered. 
 
Present and future video camera applications 
The video camera applications that this thesis work focuses on are: Night vision, Front look 
around the corner, 360 Park assist, Rear view camera, Adapt camera and Blind spot side 
camera.  
 
Night vision 
Lighting system improvements to increase driver's vision at night are limited by the 
concurrent need to avoid blinding of other drivers resulting in a reduction of their ability to 
see the road. Therefore other methods of increasing the driver's night vision capability have 
been developed, methods that do not affect the vision of other drivers at night. 
(www.nhtsa.com, 2008) 
 
Night vision is a function based on infrared technology that provides a way to ease the sight 
in the dark. On today’s market a number of competitive cars are equipped with this, for cars, 
relatively new way of showing obstacles in front or on the side of a road. Mainly two different 
systems are used, near infrared and far infrared: 

http://www.nhtsa.com
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b. a. 

 
The near infrared system also called active Night vision has a long military history and has 
found acceptance in today’s security applications. The night vision devices require some 
ambient light in order to operate effectively. Usually this light is supplied by ambient starlight 
or moonlight. (www.nightvisionsystems.com, 2008) The system uses infrared emitters 
integrated with the headlights. The emitted light illuminates the environment that reflects the 
infrared light. The reflected light is captured by a camera in the car, for example close to the 
rear view camera, and generates a view possible to play in a display in real-time. 
(www.physorg.com, 2008) This system is used by, for example, Mercedes Benz seen in 
figure 6, a. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 6. Night vision in different cars. a. Mercedes-Benz, near IR (www.popsci.com, 2008), b. BMW 530d, far IR 
taken during competitor tests, 2008. 
 
The far infrared system or passive Night vision uses the long-wave spectral range and has a 
high resolution infrared camera installed behind the radiator grill. (www.physorg.com, 2008) 
All objects emit infrared energy that can’t be seen by the human eye since the wave lengths 
are longer than visible light. The system detects the infrared heat radiation from the 
surroundings and presents the information as a negative film in real-time. Things that are 
warm emit more energy and appear as bright objects and things that are cold appear as dark 
objects. Thermal technology can see through not only darkness but also dust and smoke 
and can greatly enhance visibility through fog and rain. (www.nightvisionsystems.com, 2008) 
This system is used by, for example, BMW, seen in figure 6, b. In the future the far infrared 
systems will be able to separate more important information from less important information. 
Analyzing the image data according to temperature differences and shapes makes it 
possible to, for example, separate pedestrians from warm engines. (www.physorg.com, 
2008) 
 
Night vision is in today's cars displayed in the HUD, DIM and in the ICM. The systems are 
activated by pushing a button and through light sensors. The video camera function 
deactivates by pushing a button. 
 
Front look around the corner 
This is a system that aims to avoid collision when approaching crossings, when leaving a 
garage or when driving through T junctions where the visibility is poor. By placing cameras 
on both sides in front of the car the field of vision expands. The driver will then get 
information through a panoramic view on whether there is an obstacle or not before driving, 
figure 7 shows the idea of the system (www.toyota.eu, 2008). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.nightvisionsystems.com
http://www.physorg.com
http://www.popsci.com
http://www.physorg.com
http://www.nightvisionsystems.com
http://www.physorg.com
http://www.toyota.eu
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Figure 7. Toyotas explanatory picture of their system. (www.toyota.eu, 2008) 
 
The video camera view can be presented in one picture, seen in figure 8, a, this view allows 
presenting the front view in the middle and the side views to the left and to the right. The 
front look around the corner can also be presented divided into two pictures presenting only 
side views seen in figure 8, b.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 8. a. Picture displayed by Lexus (www.gizmodo.com, 2008), b. Picture displayed by BMW. 
(www.netcarshow.com, 2008) 
 
Video camera functions of this kind are today displayed in the ICM and activated by pushing 
a button. The video camera deactivates by speed sensor or by pushing a button. 
 
360 Park assist 
Parking is often seen as one of the more tricky parts when manoeuvring a car. Many cars 
are today equipped with sensors presenting an animated car, coloured zones and sound 
signals to inform the driver when the car is approaching obstacles shown in figure 9, in a and 
b. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9. Park assist with front and rear sensors taken during competitor tests, 2008. a. BMW, b. Audi. 
 
Other ways of showing this information is by using wide angle cameras on each side of the 
car providing an all around view of the car. This gives the driver a reality-based view of the 
car that enables a 360° view of the car and its surroundings. The assistance is meant to help 
controlling the car in limited areas and can be combined with sensor technique. 
(www.auto.howstuffworks.com, 2008) Figure 10, in a and b shows what the displayed picture 
can look like with and without graphic symbols.  

a. b. 

a. b. 

http://www.toyota.eu
http://www.gizmodo.com
http://www.netcarshow.com
http://www.auto.howstuffworks.com
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Figure 10. a. Infiniti's around view combined without sensors. (www.youtube.com, 2008), b. Infiniti's around view 
monitor with sensors. (www.youtube.com, 2008) 
 
In today's cars this kind of parking aid is often presented in the ICM and activated with 
reverse gear or by pushing a button. 
 
Rear view camera 
"Having eyes in your back" can easily be simulated by displaying a view from the back of the 
car in a display inside the car. Increased safety when reversing and guiding lines when 
parking is possible with a Rear view camera that provides a real-time video of what happens 
behind the car. (www.auto.howstufworks.com, 2008) Some rear view camera systems 
incorporate backup sensors, which aid the drivers' awareness of objects behind their vehicle, 
figure 11 shows two examples. According to a study by the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration (NHTSA) of how to reduce the incidence of injury, death, and property 
damage caused by collisions of backing cars the rear view camera system is the best back 
over avoidance system when comparing sensor techniques and video cameras. The study 
recommended further research to investigate the problems. (www.nhtsa.com, Mazzae & 
Garrott, 2006) 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 11. Rear view camera displayed in a Lexus with graphic details to enhance the understanding of distance, 
taken during competitor tests 2008. 
 
The rear view camera is displayed in the ICM and in the RVM in today's cars. Activation 
occurs automatically when reverse gear and de activated by certain speed or distance 
forward. 
 
Adapt camera 
Today many solutions have been created to let the driver get more information in different 
situations all of them are not drive-related, for example mirrors in the back seat to be able to 
communicate with children. The adapt camera can be used where ever the driver want to 
have a better overview. The video camera will be able to place both outside and inside the 
car or in a trailer, for examples see figure 12, a-c. 

a. b. 

http://www.youtube.com
http://www.youtube.com
http://www.auto.howstufworks.com
http://www.nhtsa.com
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Figure 12. a. A horse trailer camera (www.ludaelektronik.se, 2008), b. The "venture camera" from Land Rover 
(www.landrover.co.za, 2008), c. Baby camera used in Toyota Prius (www.toyota.se, 2008) 
 
This kind of video camera functions are today placed in the ICM and in many cases as an 
external device on the windscreen. This function activates and deactivates by pushing a 
button. 
 
Blind spot side camera 
Today Volvo Cars use lamps that enlightens when the blind spot is not clear. The lamps are 
located by the outer rear view mirrors. The information about the blind spot can also be 
shown by the use of video cameras that display what is located on both sides of the car, 
figure 13, a show an example of this. The blind spot side camera evaluated in this thesis 
work will display both the left and right side view and the back view included in one view. 
This would make the driver more aware of how the road appears backward and able to 
change lane without danger. Figure 13, b shows a graphical example of how the Blind spot 
side camera could look like.  
 
A video camera used to get information about what is on both sides and behind the car. The 
blind spot is erased by displaying information from cameras placed on both sides of the car 
to the driver. 

Figure 13. a. Blind spot camera used by Honda (www.japanesesportcars.com, 2008), b. The blind spot side 
camera illustrated graphically. 
 
Today's blind spot cameras are displayed in the ICM or by outer lights by the side mirrors. 
The cameras are activated by pushing a button while the light are automatically enlightened 
when something appear in the blind spot. 
 
 
Present and future displays 
In future cars the use of more displays will be standard. This makes it interesting to discuss 
where to show the information and how the different system best should be integrated in the 

a. b. c.

a. b. 

http://www.ludaelektronik.se
http://www.landrover.co.za
http://www.toyota.se
http://www.japanesesportcars.com
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systems. Four display positions that in the future will be used for displaying information are; 
HUD, DIM, RVM and ICM. The four different displays vary in size according to figure 14. 
 

 
Figure 14. The four displays, as they will be used in this thesis work, in proportional size. 
 
Head Up Display  
Without needing a screen it is possible to project an imaginary picture on the windscreen 
with a focal point by the front wheels. The HUD shows information in the field of vision of the 
driver without limiting the sight since there is no display. In military aircrafts this technique 
has been used to avoid the overload of information being able to focus on the surroundings 
and the imaginary information at the same time. All though the picture is seen on the 
windscreen the projected information has a focus of approximately 2 meters in front of the 
car's windscreen, figure 15 a shows an explanatory picture. This makes it possible for the 
eyes to focus in relatively long distance and reduces the eye movement. The imaginary 
projection can only be seen when in front of the display which means that it won't be seen by 
co-driver or other passengers in the car. The size of a HUD will be approximately 5-7". 
 
Since 1988 HUDs has been used in mass-produced cars and today's more luxurious cars 
from for example, BMW, Citroën, GM, Lexus and Nissan uses the technique. 
(www.oldsmobile.com, 2008) Information presented is most often speed, number of 
revolutions and warnings, see figure 15 b.  
 

Figure 15. a. The experienced focus area in front of the windscreen (www.bmw.co.za, 2008), b. A HUD 
enlightened and showing information. (www.bmw.co.za, 2008) 
 
The development of the technology used in HUDs will enlarge the displays field of use to 
show more demanding information. Today's imaginary pictures are relatively sensitive to 

HUD 

 
 
 

DIM 

 
ICM  

RVM 

a. b. 

http://www.oldsmobile.com
http://www.bmw.co.za
http://www.bmw.co.za
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light and work better in the dark. Projecting a view from a camera will not admit as much 
see-through as the information projected today, see figure 16. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 16. An example of a picture displayed in the HUD, Siemens VDO Automotive. (www.physorg.com, 2008) 
 
Studies has been performed and determined how the HUD affect the attention of the driver. 
The results showed that the driving situation affected how well the use of a HUD worked. In 
so called low driving load situations (a straight two way lane, little traffic) drivers using the 
HUD reacted faster to speed limit differences and drove better, measured in steering wheel 
changes and lateral variance, than driving without a HUD. In high driving load situations 
(curvy two way lane, more traffic) the use of a HUD the response to speed limit was still 
faster but the driving was affected negatively with more lateral variance than without the 
HUD. (Yung-Ching, 2003) 
 
Driver Information Module 
DIM is positioned in front of the driver behind the steering wheel. Today the DIM provides 
the information needed to handle the car for example speed, fuel, warnings and motor 
temperature. This information is showed with analogue and/or with digital meters and icons, 
for examples see figure 17, a-d. In the future the DIM will most probable be digital and based 
on one big display with colors able to show all information intended for the driver as well as 
for example video camera views and navigation. The size of the display will be 
approximately the same as today, 12.3". Today buttons needed to control the display and 
related functions are placed in the area around the steering wheel. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 17. Different DIMs a. Traditional analogue meters (www.roadfly.com, 2008), b. Analogue meters and 
displays in between the meters in a Lexus, taken during competitor tests, 2008, c. Analogue meters (Dodge 
Caliber) (www.z.about.com, 2008), d. A DIM from a concept car. (www.volvoclub.org.uk, 2008) 

b.

c. 

a.

d.

http://www.physorg.com
http://www.roadfly.com
http://www.z.about.com
http://www.volvoclub.org.uk
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a. b. 

Rear View Mirror 
The RVM has during late years been developed to be used as a display capable of showing 
views from video cameras. Once the display is active the reflection in the mirror is limited but 
when it is deactivated it is hidden behind the mirror glass. The displays show high quality 
and colored views limited to approximately 3-4", see figure 18 a and b. (Gentex, 2008) 
 

 

Figure 18. a and b. Rear view mirrors used in a many cars. (www.geekologie.com, 2008) (www.xataka.com, 
2008) 
 
The subcontractor Gentex has explored where the rear view camera best would be 
displayed comparing a 8" ICM, a 3.5" ICM, a 3.5" display on the instrument panel and a 3,5" 
RVM. They found that most of the 22 participant preferred the RVM. The 8" ICM was the 
second most preferred display due to its size. Appendix 5 shows the conclusions made in 
the report. Gentex also provided with the results from a survey based on 518 participants 
who had different experience of navigations systems and rear camera display, RCD. The 
survey took place in June 2007. Questions about whether a Rear view camera should be 
placed in the line of sight, where it preferably should be placed and if they would invest in a 
RCD in their next car were asked. Based on the line of sight the majority felt that RVM 
should be the best location of the Rear view camera, the ICM was not preferred because of 
the need to change the line of sight in order to look at the display. In the survey most of the 
persons answered that they wanted a Rear view camera in their next car. Notable was that 
among those who had experience of the Rear view camera not as many persons wanted the 
system in their next car, appendix 6 shows an extraction of the report. 
 
Infotainment Control Module 
The ICM is used for displaying and controlling the infotainment. The infotainment is most 
often displayed in one or two displays positioned beside the driver, figure 19, a-c shows tree 
examples. The displays are often controlled with buttons in the same area as the display, in 
the centerstack. In modern cars multifunctional joysticks, touch pads and touch screens are 
used as controlling devices. Displays sizes vary depending on what they contain, a bigger 
display that will be in focus in this thesis work is approximately 8-10". 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

http://www.geekologie.com
http://www.xataka.com
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Figure 19. Different ICMs a. The ICM of Volvo XC60 (www.volvocars.com, 2008), b. BMW 7series  
(www.netcarshow.com, 2008), c. Infiniti G35 (www.z.about.com, 2008) 
 

4.3 Description of the problem 
Describing the problem in a more precise way by dividing it in to sub features was done 
using the following steps; determination, investigation, definition and specification of the 
problem. 

4.3.1 Determination of the problem 
The problem was determined through discussion with people working within the HMI-
department at Volvo Cars and with the supervisors. Two methods were combined to 
determine the problem: the Question method and the Tree method. 

4.3.2 Investigation of the problem 
It was decided that all camera functions were divided into the following: 
 
Main function:  Display helpful information (depending on what video camera function) 
Sub function:  Admit natural placement 
Help function:  Admit good geometry 
  Admit safety 

Admit good HMI 
Admit good ergonomics 
 

4.3.3 Definition of the problem  
To determine the criterions for the problem the groups; geometry, safety, HMI and 
ergonomics were used. The four groups' mutual importance was decided, see table 2.  
 
Table 2. The groups' mutual importance was first decided. 
  Geometry Safety HMI Ergonomics SUM Weight 
Geometry 1 0 0 0 1   1/16
Safety 2 1 2 2 7   7/16
HMI 2 0 1 0 3   3/16
Ergonomics 2 0 2 1 5   5/16
     16 1

 
 
Within each group's criterions was decided, this is shown in table 3. 
 

a. b. c. 

http://www.volvocars.com
http://www.netcarshow.com
http://www.z.about.com
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Table 3. Criterions decided within each group. 

Geometry 
The size enables detailed views 
The display is positioned so that passengers are able to see 
Enable usage when little steering 
Enable usage when much steering 
Enable usage of navigation at the same time 
Enable usage of infotainment at the same time 
Enable usage of driver information at the same time 
Safety 
Allow safe driving during long period of time 
Allow safe driving during short period of time 

Allow safe driving in high density traffic (city) 
Allow safe driving on country roads 
Allow safe driving on motor highway 

HMI 
Allow easy handling in stressed situations 
Allow usage of complementary function at the same time in the 
same/other display 
Ergonomics 
Allow usage in day light 
Allow usage in night light 
Consideration to problems with accommodation of the eye due 
to age 

 
For each camera function the criterions mutual importance was decided using the same 
mathematical system as for the groups. The weight of each criterion was determined by 
multiplying their importance with the group’s importance. Each criterion did then get a 
measure of total weight or importance. A Tree of functions was established for each video 
camera function to provide an overview. See figure 20 for an example of the Tree of 
functions. See appendix 7 for each video camera function's Tree of functions. 

 
 

 
 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 20. An example of a Tree of functions used in this thesis work. 
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4.3.4 Specification 
For each function a specification was decided in order to provide more precise information. 
The specifications were formulated based on the criterions weight. The groups; geometry, 
safety, HMI and ergonomics were used to clarify the specification. 
 
 

4.4 Generating concepts 
This thesis work was set to develop three concepts containing whole solutions. To generate 
the concepts the two creative methods Brainstorming and Extreme thinking were used. 
 
A scenario was set to enhance the planning of whole solutions regarding the functions 
decided. In the scenario a number of situations were the functions will provide helpful 
information were decided and a route was planned. The route was planned in Gothenburg to 
ease the sense of reality, the route is shown in appendix 8. 

4.4.1 Brainstorming 
To create as many ideas as possible all functions was tested in all four displays during the 
brainstorming phase. Discussion with people that were not involved in the project gave input 
to the work and was used when forming the three concepts. 

4.4.2 Extreme thinking 
In this project extreme thinking was used to alter the functions in the different displays and 
when forming the three catchwords that was decided. Thinking out of the box was important 
not to be too affected by the tests of competitive cars that were done in the benchmarking 
process. The catchwords in this thesis work was decided to focus on different extreme 
situations in the car, when alone and when many in the car. The catchwords were decided to 
be me, we and me and we. 
 
 

4.5 First evaluation of concepts 
The use of focus groups was decided to be a good method to get subjective comments and 
feedback when evaluating the concepts for the first time. The feedback was used to develop 
the concepts. 

4.5.1 Focus group 
Three groups were gathered to discuss the problem and strategies. The three groups were 
formed by different categories of people to get a better overview of general attitudes. The 
groups were not mixed to provoke the categories differences to affect the results. All group 
members had driving license and driving experience. Each group was informed of the 
different camera display possibilities and how each function work. The four different 
locations were explained and information regarding approximate size limits was given. The 
groups were informed that the displays were equally capable to show all views from the 
cameras. Pictures were showed of how competitors have implemented the functions in 
today's cars, see appendix 9 with text in Swedish. No information was given regarding where 
the displays were placed in the mentioned solutions.  
 
During the discussion an illustration of the interior of a car was used together with the 
displays to scale. Figure 21 shows the material used during the focus groups. Appendix 10 
shows the plan for the focus groups that was used. 
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Figure 21. The material used during the focus groups. 
 
The focus groups consisted of maximum 8 persons, half of them were women and half were 
men. It was decided that the groups were categorized in to different age and level of 
experience within HMI. The reason to this was to aim at as dynamic groups as possible, to 
improve the level of discussion. The categories were "Younger", "Older" and "Experts". With 
these categories it was decided that a wide range of today's costumers to Volvo Cars was 
covered. Notes were taken during all sessions. 

4.5.2 Questionnaire 
By the end of the session of the three focus groups each person was given a questionnaire. 
Questions regarding where each video camera view preferably would be placed and how 
each view should be activated were asked. The questions were both formulated as open and 
closed to be able to collect useful subjective data. Appendix 11 contains the questionnaire 
that was used in Swedish. 
 
 

4.6 Further development of concepts 
The results and comments from the focus groups were used when forming the three final 
whole concepts: ME, WE and MEWE. With the use of the scenario the two concepts ME and 
WE were decided to be tested by users in a simulator. The concept MEWE was decided to 
be discussed with the test persons. 
 
 

4.7 Evaluation of concepts 
The concepts were evaluated using two methods. One more mathematical way through 
grades and another method with subjective evaluation from the usability test. 
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4.7.1 Mathematical evaluation 
The concepts ME and WE were evaluated and compared using the criterions decided. Each 
requirement's total weight from the Tree of functions was used. Each video camera function 
was first evaluated separately and then each concept was evaluated by adding the grades of 
the video camera functions. The maximum grade for each video camera application was 
maximum 5, each concept's maximum grade was 5 x the six functions = 30. 
 
The concept MEWE was decided not to be evaluated using this method since it is a 
combination of the two other concepts.  

4.7.2 Usability test 
The concepts ME and WE were tested in a car simulator where subjective results were 
measured. Before the test the persons were informed about the background to the thesis 
work and about the video camera applications using the same material as used during the 
focus groups, see appendix 9 in Swedish. A questionnaire was used to collect comments 
and ideas from the test persons after each test. See appendix 12-13 for the plan of the tests 
and the questionnaire that was used in Swedish. 
 
A total of 20 people, divided into two age groups participated in the test. The two age related 
groups were younger (18-45 years) and older (46-65 years) so that age related differences 
would affect as little as possible on the result. The sample was aimed at being equally split 
among males and females. To be able to neglect the affect of which concept the persons 
started with half of the persons started with ME and the second half started with WE. 
 
To visualize the use of displays the computer program Adobe Flash was used. The program 
made it possible to use a timeline with key frames and action scripts to create animations. 
The program Adobe Photoshop made it possible to create simple still pictures possible to 
use in the flash program. The video camera applications were aimed at giving as realistic 
view as possible. Flash files were created for all four displays in the two concepts, to ease 
the management of the views. The DIM and ICM displays were decided to show still pictures 
created in Abode Photoshop when not using a function. The DIM showed a picture of the 
speedometer and the ICM of a radio. 
 
In the simulator the RVM display was mounted, the DIM and ICM display were placed 
according to figure 22. The HUD display was decided to be illustrated as a square in the 
main frontal projection, only seen when showing a view. The size and position of each 
display was intended to be as real as possible. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 22. A test person driving in the simulator. Displays in RVM and ICM are in use. 
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The scene that was used in the test was filmed in Gothenburg 2008 and was displayed in 
front of the car, see appendix 5 for a map of the route. During the test the driver could not 
affect the driving but was told to act as normal as possible. A voice talked during the test and 
explained the next step and what video camera functions that would be used in each 
situation. The following situations and video camera functions were used in the test: 
 

• Exiting a parking slot using 360 Park assist and Rear view camera 
• Exiting a garage using Front look around the corner 
• Changing lane using Blind spot side camera 
• Parallel parking using 360 Park assist and Rear view camera 
• Changing lane using Blind spot side camera 
• Changing lane using Blind spot side camera 
• Driving during night using Night vision and Adapt camera as Baby camera 
• Parking using 360 Park assist 
 

The situations were aimed at being as representative as possible. The Adapt camera was 
decided to be used as a Baby camera during the tests for the test persons to be able to 
relate to the application as good as possible. The Adapt camera was displayed at the same 
time as the Night vision since this would be the “worst” situation regarding the amount of 
information displayed at the same time. In the WE concept the two applications were 
showed partly beside each other and partly by them selves to allow the driver to sense the 
possible use of the systems. 
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5. Results 
The subsequent is the results of the methodology and theory used when executing this 
thesis work. 
 
 

5.1 Specification 
For each video camera function a specification was specified, see appendix 14. The 
specifications are summarized below. 

5.1.1 Night Vision 
When using Night vision it is desirable that the size of the display enables detailed views. 
The goal is to enhance the awareness when needed and this is why details might be helpful 
although not necessary. The Night vision system is not intended to provide exact 
information. The Night vision is meant to be used to help the driver why the geometric 
position of the display must not necessary allow other passengers in the car to see the 
display. The driver is the one responsible whilst driving but a passenger's extra eye might 
help. It is important that the display is not located so that any kind of steering, little or much 
steering, decrease the sight of the display. When much steering the arms and spokes of the 
steering wheel might block the display if not thought of. The Night vision's most useful 
situations are when passing unwatched crossings and driving where animals might cross the 
road. These situations might be on both curvy and straight roads which makes it important 
that the location of the display must be adapted to these circumstances. When using Night 
vision usage of navigation and driver information, for example speed and fuel level, must still 
be seen since the Night vision system in most cases will be used during longer period of 
time and when driving with high speed. Infotainment must not be displayed when using Night 
vision although it is desired. 
 
Night vision will in most cases be used during long periods of time and must therefore allow 
safe driving in this situation, meaning no distraction of the driver or limitation of other 
instruments used. During shorter glances safety is not as important since this should not be 
as frequent. Driving in high density traffic, on country roads and on motor highway are 
situations when this function is intended to be used and safety must therefore be a demand.  
 
The systems human machine interface must not make the function easy to use in more 
stressed situations, when more intense traffic, since the function not is meant to be used in 
these situations. In stressed situations the driver must focus on the surrounding traffic. Night 
vision does not need complementing information but must be able to be displayed in the car 
at the same time as other information in other displays, for example the Adapt camera. 
 
The display must be easily seen in night light. Consideration to problems with changing 
focus point, due to age, should be taken when placing this function since the focus when 
driving in the dark is far in front of the car. In addition driving in the dark increase the reaction 
time why consideration of this problem is important. 

5.1.2 Front look around the corner 
Front look around the corner does not require ability to see details. But the function would 
assist the driver better if it lets the driver decide what kind of obstacle that is located around 
a blind corner, for example if cyclist or pedestrian. The driver could then decide on what 
speed the obstacle is approaching. The display must not be located so that the passenger 
also can see the displayed view since the information is most important for the driver. The 
Front look around the corner system will be used in limited situations when speed is low and 
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steering wheel is still. When the steering wheel is in ground position the display must be 
seen and should not be blocked by, for example, spokes. In these limited situations the 
usage of navigation, infotainment or driver information at the same time should not be 
required.  
 
Safety while driving during a short time is demanded. The Front look around the corner is not 
meant to be used during longer period of time and safety aspects for this use is not required. 
The system must be safe to use in high density traffic, such as city crossings with blind 
corners. Using the Front look around the corner system is not likely on motor highways or 
country roads. 
 
In stressed situations, such as high density traffic time, the Front look around the corner 
must be easy to use. The system does not need complementary views in the same display 
nor is it likely to be used at the same time as other video camera functions. 
 
This Front look around the corner must be displayed in a display that allow enough contrast 
to be used in both day light and night light. In situations when this system will be used speed 
is low and there will not be problems with refocusing the eyes due to ageing. 

5.1.3 360 Park assist 
The Park assist function requires a detailed view of the car's location in proportion to the 
surroundings. In order to manoeuvre the car in limited spaces the displayed view must 
provide enough information so that the driver can control the manoeuvring. The location of 
the display must not allow any one else than the driver to see the display. In some situations 
it might be desirable to allow the passengers to keep an extra eye when parking. Since 
much steering is the most probable situation in which this Park assist system will be used 
the display must be seen and not be blocked by spokes or the driver's arms. While parking 
information such as navigation, infotainment and driver information might be put aside, 
during a short period of time. 
 
The 360 Park assist must be safe to use during shorter periods of time such as a parking 
situation. The system is not likely to be used for long time driving. The function must be safe 
to use while in high density traffic such as city traffic since most parking situations include 
surrounding traffic. 
 
The Park assist must be easy to use in stressed situation such as parking with a lot of traffic 
waiting. Other functions must be able to be displayed to complement the 360 Park assist, for 
example the Rear view camera. 
 
Usage in dark and light conditions must be allowed to be able to control the car during both 
day and night. While parking there will be no problems with refocusing of the eyes due to the 
low speed. 

5.1.4 Rear view camera 
The rear view camera must show detailed views to secure the use of the system in small 
areas. The view must not be located so that passengers can see the display although it 
might be desired in some situations. The rear view camera will mostly be used in situations 
when much steering, this must not block the display. In situations when the Rear view 
camera is likely to be used other information such as navigation, infotainment and driver 
information might be put aside. 
 
The system must be safe to handle during shorter periods of time, such as parking, and is 
not meant to use during longer periods of time. In high density traffic the Rear view camera 
must be safe to use. 
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The rear view camera must be easy to use, have an adapted user interface, in stressed 
situations with a lot of traffic. Complementary information must be able to show in these 
situations such as the 360 Park assist. 
 
Parking situations occur in both day light and night light, the system must be able to provide 
the information in both situations. Eye refocusing will not be a problem when using the Rear 
view camera due to low speed.                                                                                                                         

5.1.5 Adapt camera 
The Adapt camera function must be able to be used in many situations depending on what 
the driver want to display. The function must therefore fulfil many demands regarding 
geometry, safety, HMI and ergonomics.  
 
The Adapt camera function must not provide a detailed view of what is displayed although in 
some situations a bigger display would be preferred, for example to see a pacifier when 
supervision a baby in the rear seat. The display should be able to be seen from both driver's 
and co-driver's seat. A co-driver could more likely be able to assist in many situations. An 
adaptable camera can be used when both much and little steering and the display must not 
be blocked in any of these situations. It is important that both driver information and 
navigation can be presented while using the Adapt camera during longer periods of time. 
Infotainment is not required in those situations but would be preferred. 
 
The Adapt camera must be safe to use during both long and short period of time. Driving in 
high density traffic, on country roads and motor highways must also be safe since the Adapt 
camera can be used in any situation. 
 
The Adapt camera is a function for supervision and must not be safe to use in so called 
stressed situations. The system is an extra functionality and the driver must choose to use it 
in situations when it is wanted. The system must be able to combine with other functions, for 
example Night vision. 
 
Day light or night light must not block the Adapt camera display. Since the Adapt camera 
might be used when driving in high speed the display should not demand too much 
refocusing for the eyes of older drivers. 

5.1.6 Blind spot side camera 
The Blind spot side camera function must be shown in a display that can present all of the 
information to the driver at the same time. The display should not be too small so that the 
view gets too difficult to use. Passengers must not be able to see the display since this 
information is meant for the driver. The display must be seen when little steering since it is 
the most likely situation, meaning the steering wheel in neutral position. Navigation and 
driver information must be able to present at the same time as when the function is active, 
for example when changing lane. It is preferred that Infotainment also can be displayed 
when using the Blind spot side camera. 
 
The system is expected to be used during a short period of time and must not affect the 
safety negatively. During longer period of time the system is not as likely to be used. The 
Blind spot side camera must be safe to use in high density traffic, on country roads and on 
motor highways. 
 
In stressed situations the system must be easy to handle, for example in a traffic jam. Other 
functions must be able to be used at the same time as the Blind spot side camera, for 
example Night vision during night. 
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The function must be able to use in both day light and night light, the display should not be 
affected negatively by this. Changing eye focus to long distance might be a problem in some 
situations and this is preferably though of when choosing display position. 
 
 

5.2 First evaluation of concepts 

5.2.1 Focus group 
The first group consisted of young adults, age 18-30, both men and women. The participants 
had mixed interest within the technical area working as engineers, teachers, designers, 
economist and being students. They discussed innovative solutions and discussion outside 
the area of interest. The first group consisted of people with no and little experience of video 
cameras or displays in cars. All participants in this group were students and newly 
graduated. This group discussed how the functions could be improved and different new 
techniques that could be used. They were also interested in manually chosen displays and 
wanted to be able to choose between display alternatives in many situations. The group 
discussed whether to use more than one display at the same time with the same views. The 
functions were preferred to be activated manually in all situations and at the same time 
automatic in some situations using sensor based techniques. Appendix 15 shows how the 
group preferred the video cameras to be activated. Figure 23 shows the results from the 
questionnaire. 
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Figure 23. Results from the questionnaire, the first focus group. 
 
 
The second and "older" group consisted of older adults age 45-65, both men and women, 
with mixed interest within the technical area. The group consisted of people with no and little 
experience of video cameras or displays in cars working as engineers, teachers, personal 
assistances and seniors. This group discussed repeatability and that safety and helpful 
information should be separated to ease the use of the displays. They also discussed eye-
refocusing problems and safety aspects of using more safety systems. This group discussed 
how to keep the number of alternatives small. The functions were preferred to be activated 
automatically in most situations and manual activation in some situation. They wanted it to 
be eligible to activate manual. Appendix 15 shows how the group preferred the video 
cameras to be activated. Figure 24 shows the results from the questionnaire. 
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Figure 24. Results from the questionnaire, the second focus group. 
 
The third group consisted of experts within Volvo Cars HMI department. This group had 
experience of video cameras and displays in cars, both competitor and Volvo cars. This 
group had some experience of the different systems and reflected on how the functions were 
used, during longer or shorter periods and how the display size would affect the view. They 
separated the functions meant for use in low and high speed situations and discussed what 
information that could be put aside during these situations. This group generally wanted the 
functions to activate manually and through option activate automatically. Appendix 15 shows 
how the group preferred the video cameras to be activated. Figure 25 shows the results from 
the questionnaire. 
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Figure 25. Results from the questionnaire, the third focus group. 
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The results from the questionnaires were summarized to help forming the concepts. Figure 
26 shows the results presented in a graph. The preferred way of activation was also 
summarized and is shown in figure 27. 
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Figure 26. Summarized results from the questionnaire, all focus groups. 
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Figure 27. Summarized results from the questionnaire, all focus groups. 
 
The comments from the focus groups were collected and are presented in Swedish in 
appendix 16. 
 
 

5.3 Concepts 
Three concepts with different focus ME, WE and MEWE. Each concept is described and 
motivated separately. 
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5.3.1 ME- Concept 
This concept focuses on the person responsible for the driving, the driver. The concept uses 
all four displays to provide the information in the most natural display for each video camera 
function. Table 4 shows where each view is placed in this concept. 
 
Table 4. The displays used in the ME-concept. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The Night vision function is placed in the HUD, where the driver can look at the displayed 
view while driving. Due to problems with eye refocusing for older drivers placing the Night 
vision in the HUD is a god position since the lens does not need to reshape as much from 
distant vision to close vision since the HUD is focused approximately 2 meters in front 
windscreen. Driving in the dark is already a strain on the eyes and systems that aim to ease 
driving under these conditions should consider this. Placing the view in front of the driver 
makes the perception of what is on the left-hand and right-hand side easier. The infrared 
techniques, farIR or nearIR, they are different sensitive to changing background due to the 
displayed picture. Placing the Night vision in the HUD is more effective when using farIR 
since the darkness outside would work better with the relatively dark view and few enlighten 
obstacles. Using the HUD does not affect other information that needs to be displayed at the 
same time, for example speedometer. 
 
The DIM is used to display the Front look around the corner camera. Since this function 
shows information that can not be seen by the driver is harder to relate to. Understanding 
what is to the right and what is to the left will be difficult. Using the DIM makes it easier to 
understand what side that is shown, when using a display in front of the driver. The size of 
the DIM display makes it possible to see details and separate walkers from cyclists which 
can be important when exiting a blind gate. Situations when this function will be used do not 
demand other driver information and information that is needed can be adjusted to a smaller 
size during a short period of time. The DIM display is the only display that might be blocked 
by the spokes of the steering wheel, but the Look around the corner function is not likely to 
be used when the steering wheel already is rotated and not in ground position. 
 
The Park assist is displayed in the ICM where the steering wheel or the upper body is not 
able to block the display. The low speed and the ability to see the surrounding makes it easy 
to relate to the displays right and left sides. A relatively detailed view is possible because of 
the size of the display. The displays position in line with the rear view mirror makes it easier 
to change between seeing forward and backward. 
 
The Rear view camera is placed in the mirror for rear view, the RVM. The mirror is used to 
seeing backwards and so is the Rear view camera. The small size of the display is 
compensated by the use of the 360 Park assist at the same time for a more detailed view. 
The position of the display, closer to the driver than the other displays, makes the display 
appear less small. 
 
The Adapt camera is placed in the ICM where the driver easily can look from time to time 
when needed. Since this function most probably will be used during longer periods of time it 
is important that the view does not affect other information, such as speedometer or fuel 
level. The infotainment normally presented in the ICM can easily be adapted to a smaller 

Function Display
Night Vision HUD 
Front look around the corner DIM 
360 Park assist ICM 
Rear view camera RVM 
Adapt camera ICM 
Blind spot side camera DIM
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size if wanted. The ICM display does also allow other passengers in the car to keep an eye 
on what happens for example in the backseat or in the trailer. With the adapt camera placed 
in the ICM display other functions that also might be needed during longer periods of time 
are possible to display at the same time, for example Night vision in the HUD. 
 
Placing the Blind spot side camera in the DIM makes it possible to present much information 
at the same time, meaning fitting all three lanes behind the car in one view. Presenting the 
information in front of the driver makes it, again, easier to understand left and right related to 
reality. Using the function during short periods of time makes it possible to adjust the driver 
information to a smaller size during this time although speed might be high. 

5.3.2 WE- Concept 
"For our drivers, our passengers, for all –for life" is written on the webpage of Volvo Cars. 
Working with the sense of "we" in the car, both driver and passengers in focus, is what Volvo 
Cars has been working on for many years. It is important that everybody in the car feel like 
they are a part of the driving and a part of the environment in the car. This concept has been 
developed with the sense of "we" in focus, table 5 shows where the functions are displayed. 
 
Table 5. The displays used in the WE-concept. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Trying to make everybody in the car feel important excludes three displays; the HUD, the 
DIM and the RVM. The HUD display is excluded simply because it can not be seen when 
you are looking at the display from the side. This makes no one but the driver able to see the 
displayed information. The DIM display is excluded because the steering wheel is blocking 
the sight for most passengers and information in this display is often difficult to look at if you 
do not sit in the driver's seat. The RVM display is also difficult to see of you do not sit in the 
driver's seat and is excluded for the same reason. 
 
All functions that have been examined in this thesis work aims to provide helpful information 
to the driver meaning that infotainment during these situations might be put aside or 
displayed in a smaller size. The ICM display can therefore be used for all of these video 
camera functions. For the driver the functions will always be shown in the same display 
making it easy to know where to look at and for the passengers it will be possible to see all 
camera views. Video camera views that might be needed at the same time can be shown 
beside each other, for example 360 Park assist and Rear view camera. The views must 
easily be controlled and changed so that for example Night vision and Adapt cam that also 
might be needed at the same time can be presented beside each other as well as one at the 
time. 

5.3.3 MEWE- Concept 
Trying to mix the two concepts ME and WE creates the third concept MEWE. In this 
concept's focus is still on the driver but passengers are allowed to play a bigger role when 
showing views from the six functions, table 6 shows where the functions are displayed. 
 
 
 
 

Function Display
Night Vision ICM 
Front look around the corner ICM 
360 Park assist ICM 
Rear view camera ICM 
Adapt camera ICM 
Blind spot side camera ICM
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Table 6. The displays used in the MEWE-concept. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Mixing the concepts means that the information is always shown in the most natural display 
for each function and also shown in the ICM where all passengers are able to see the 
camera view. With the driver in focus the importance of passengers is still not neglected.  
 
 

5.4 Evaluation of concepts 

5.4.1 Mathematical evaluation 
The two concepts ME and WE were evaluated using a mathematical method. The concepts 
added results are presented in table 7. 
 
Table 7. Mathematical evaluation of the two concepts, ME and WE. 
 

ME WE 
22,85 21,75 

 
The ME concept got a slightly higher grade regarding aspects as geometry, safety, HMI and 
ergonomics due to the use of more than one display. 

5.4.2 Usability test 
The subjective results from the tests are presented in tables and with summarized 
comments. The test persons were equally split between the two age groups: younger, 18-45 
years and older, 46-75 years. Of the 20 test persons 14 were men and 6 were women.  
 
None of the concepts used in the tests was much more appreciated than the other, figure 28 
shows the number of persons that preferred each concept. It is notable that age did not 
affect the result. Neither younger nor older test persons preferred one of the concepts more 
than the other. 
 

Function Display 
Night Vision HUD + ICM 
Front look around the corner DIM  + ICM 
360 Park assist ICM 
Rear view camera RVM + ICM 
Adapt camera ICM 
Blind spot side camera DIM   +ICM
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Figure 28. Diagram presenting results from the usability tests. 
 
Very few persons liked the idea of presenting the functions in more than one display at the 
same time, as in MEWE. Most people stated: “It is the driver that is responsible”, “It will be 
distracting”. 
 
The test persons were also asked how they would prefer the different camera functions to be 
activated. The result from this question is showed in figure 29. 
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Figure 29. Diagram with results from user tests, the three alternatives were automatic/manual/both auto and man. 
 
The diagram shows that Night vision, Front look around the corner and Adapt camera are 
preferred to manually activate. Rear view camera was preferred to be activated 
automatically. 360 Park assist was preferred to activate both manually and automatically. 
The Blind spot side camera is difficult to outline conclusions from since both alternatives 
were equally preferred. Note that if there are more than 20 votes it means that both 
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alternatives were preferred. No distinct differences in the answers could be seen due to age 
or sex. 
 
All comments from the user tests are presented in Swedish in appendix 17.The following 
comments were the most frequent: 
 
Regarding concept and placement: 
“DIM needs time to get used to” 
“ME is too many places to look at” 
“ME needs time to get used to” 
“Blind spot side camera is difficult to use, other kind of information is better” 
“Blind spot side camera should be displayed in a position more logically” 
“Night vision too small in the HUD”  
“WE is good but some functions should not be placed in ICM” 
“Night vision should not be in ICM” 
“Difficult to look at two views at the same time” 
“I prefer the 360 Park assist before the Rear view camera” 
Comments regarding affects of age such as body stiffness and eye ageing effects were 
stated by some test persons. 
 
Regarding way of activation: 
“I want to be sure of what I see” 
“Some of the functions could be added to a safety kit” 
“Both manual and automatic is preferred” 
“I must be able to turn them off” 
“The low speed functions are preferred automatically” 
“Night vision could enlighten when an obstacle is noted by the system and/or when it is dark” 
“Blind spot side camera should be activated with blinkers” 
“If the car really could read my mind the systems would be active only when I wanted. But is 
this really possible?” 
“The Rear view camera and the 360 Park assist could be activated with the reverse gear 
and/or with sensors and deactivated with speed or distance” 
“Front look around the corner could be active when it is tight on both sides of the car” 
“Adapt camera should be activated when wanted manually” 
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6. Discussion 
The result of the thesis work should not be used without reading the following discussions 
regarding the methodology, general and the video applications. 
 
 
6.1 Methodology 
The goal of this thesis work was to examine the best positions of where different video 
camera functions should be placed from a human-machine-interaction perspective. How to 
activate the different video camera applications was also examined. As a result of this thesis 
work revealing subjective opinions has been gathered using methods and theory learnt 
during my education at the Technological University of Luleå. Focus groups and usability 
tests were decided in an early stage to be used to collect subjective data. Since most people 
had no or little experience of video camera applications none of the collected data is based 
on experience other than the information that was provided using pictures and verbal 
explanations. This might of course have an effect on the collected data and should be 
considered. The information that was given to the persons was based on experience and 
knowledge about the systems and was repeated during both focus groups and usability 
tests.  
 
The focus groups were executed in an early stage of the development process. The division 
in to tree groups with different age and experience is thought to have affected the comments 
and results provided. The difficulty to in a short amount of time make everyone in a group 
feel free and talkative was meant to be improved by the division. Within a group the persons 
could relate to each other ideas to a great extent and this made “thinking out of the box” 
easier. An negative affect is that the exciting mix of ideas that can produce new thoughts did 
not occur in as big amount as it could have done by mixing age and experience in the 
groups. 
 
The usability tests were executed in the car simulator at Lindholmen, Gothenburg. The 
results presented must therefore not be seen as a reality based study. Other systems and 
inputs that are and others that will be present in a real car could affect the result to a great 
deal, for example was a navigation system not displayed in this test. A navigation system 
would probably have affected the video camera systems that are used while driving in high 
speed and during longer periods of time such as Night vision and Adapt camera. The other 
systems are used during rather short periods of time and the affect of another system having 
to display at the same time is therefore limited. Either can navigation be put aside or 
minimized during those situations. 
 
The fact that the test persons were not equally split between men and women might have 
affected the result to some extent. It should be noted that during the focus groups no distinct 
sex related difference was noticed. By those women and by men that did participate in the 
usability tests both concepts were equally preferred. It is commonly said that men are worse 
than women at splitting their attention between tasks. This would most probably have the 
same effect on both ME and WE concepts and would be shown in a simulator test 
measuring driving related parameters such as changes in lateral position. 
 
The fact that the persons that did participate in the tests are more likely to be interested in 
new techniques, since working at Volvo Cars, could have affected the results. This would 
probably have favoured the ME concept, providing more of new techniques and using more 
displays.  
 
Before the tests is was thought that age would affect the results to a great extent. This was 
shown for this test not to be true. Among the older test persons the concepts ME and WE 
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were equally preferred and differences in way of activation could not either be seen. The fact 
that the eyes ageing result in worse adaptation to seeing in far and close distance would 
probably have some affect to a real driving situation resulting in longer time of reaction. It 
should also be noted that the experience of the systems would shorten the reaction time to 
some extent. 
 
During the thesis work structured mathematical evaluation methods were also used. It 
should be noted that the result of this has not played a big sole during the evaluation 
process. This result would have been more useful if the project would have been executed 
by a group of people or if the project would have focused on less video camera applications. 
 
 

6.2 General 
The results show that the difficulties with placing the video camera applications that formed 
the starting point of this project are still true. It is clear that the difficulty of listening to 
everyone’s opinions result in that there is no obvious ultimate solution to where video 
applications best are showed. The results however provide an idea of a generalized natural 
mapping as a solution to the problem although further tests should be made. Comments 
from the focus groups and the user tests made it clear that where ever the video functions 
are displayed it is important that there is consistency so that a certain application is always 
shown in a certain display. This will also enhance the learn ability and although the mapping 
might not be natural to all users it will be easy to learn how to use the applications and 
where to look at.  
 
Comments regarding constraints that would prohibit the use of a certain system in none 
advisable situations were discussed. This however could inflict with the humans demand to 
control the car and its applications. To what extent is it preferred to let a driver control the 
functions? Discussion regarding the activation of the systems showed that some of the 
cameras were clearly preferred to automatic activated by for example sensors. Many 
persons stated “if the car really could read my mind the systems would be active only when I 
wanted. But is this really possible?” It was clear that the functions would irritate if activated 
when not wanted. Many persons also preferred to be able to both activate manual and 
automatic. This would make it possible to control the situations when the system did not 
activate automatic. What is clear is that functions that are relatively distinct were preferred, 
during usability tests, to automatic activate, for example 360 Park assist and Rear view 
camera. The 360 Park assist would also be activated manually when parking forward. 
Functions that are not as easy to know in what situations they will be used were preferred to 
be activated manually probably to avoid mistakes. Blind spot side camera was not preferred 
to activate by either way since the function itself was difficult and unwanted. This might have 
been an effect of the presentation in the test that was commented as difficult to use and 
understand. The fact that the driver could not control the car probably affected this function 
the most since changing lane involves lateral moving, surrounding traffic and high speed. 
The Adapt camera was the only function that all persons preferred to activate manually in 
both usability tests and during focus groups. Since the camera it self is controlled by the 
driver it is important that the driver also can control the activation of the function. It should be 
noted that during the focus groups and the user tests the Adapt camera was mostly talked 
about as a Baby camera. It was noted that depending on what position the camera will be 
displaying different display options might be preferred. In general the results during the focus 
groups showed that most persons were uncertain of the functions capability to activate when 
necessary and that’s probably why manual activation was preferred. The results from the 
usability tests show in general that automatic activation was preferred to greater extent. This 
could however be the result of the fact that during the usability tests the functions were 
activated correctly and automatic in all situations. It must be noted that this is not the most 
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likely scenario in reality. Night vision is the only function that during the focus groups were 
preferred to activate automatically but the results from usability tests show that manual 
activation was preferred. This could be affected by the use of Night vision in day light during 
the usability test. The persons were told to improvise the night light in order to understand 
the use of such a system. 
 
The fact that none of the two concepts was more distinct appreciated than the other tells us 
that one display is too little but four are too many. But since the tests in this thesis work 
mostly involved people with no or little experience of using these kinds of video camera 
applications this might have affected the results. The everyday use of displays will increase 
and so will the experience of video camera usage. This means that future drivers will be 
more used and positive to using more than one display in the car. But it is important to note 
that the human ability to process information will still be limited. Perhaps is it easiest to 
always look at one display to get information. In such a solution the importance of presenting 
the cameras distinctively different from each other is then progressively important so that the 
driver knows which camera is active. 
 
It should be noted that in this thesis work the situations and usage of the different systems 
might not be the same as real situations and usage of the functions. The goals of how the 
systems will be used might not be how they will be used. To further examine this, tests in 
real traffic should be done.  
 
 

6.3 Video camera application 
It is important to realize the differences between those video camera functions that are 
meant to be used in high speed situations and those that are not. Night vision, Adapt camera 
and Blind spot side view are all three meant to be used in high speed situations. In these 
situations the driver needs to be able to interpret the displayed information whilst driving and 
still focus on the primary task, driving. The functions different purposes do affect which 
display to use. A system that aims to be a warning system must display the view so that 
driver can split the attention between the driving and the system input. Video camera 
functions that will be used in low speed situations and aims to provide the driver with helpful 
information in certain situations are the Front look around the corner, Rear view camera and 
the 360 Park assist. They need to allow the driver to select where to look at and use 
selective attention. 
 
Night vision should be used as a warning system and a tool for nighttime driving and must 
be showed in a way that allows the driver to split his or her attention between the input from 
the outer surroundings and the display. The driver must be able to react fast and adequate. 
Or course the driver will not be able to drive safely only looking at the display but he or she 
must react to certain stimulus that might show up, for example a pedestrian beside the road 
without reflexes. The results from user test show that most of the persons preferred 
displaying the Night vision on the windscreen as a HUD. This is also a display that lets the 
driver interpret the surroundings and the view parallel. What effects this would have on the 
driving is something that should be tested. The fact that the human eye’s ability to 
accommodate becomes worse with age makes a display placed as far from the eyes the 
most preferred. It was noted during the tests that the Night vision was preferred to be 
displayed without distracting information beside the view. 
 
Front look around the corner will be used in situations when the driver can control the speed 
and the car without having to be aware of surrounding traffic. The fact that the view gives the 
driver information about something that he or she does not see makes it trickier to 
understand left and right. Placing the function in the DIM would ease the right and left but the 
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tests show that this was not an issue noticed by most of the test persons. The test show that 
the function was not preferred in either position. This might show that the way of presenting 
the view it self is more important than the actual position of the display. Perhaps is there a 
better way of presenting this information with animations, light or signals. Most important is 
that the system presents the information so that the driver can decide on whether to exit or 
to stay. 
 
360 Park assist was presented at the same time as and beside the Rear view camera in the 
user tests. Many test persons preferred the system shown alone in one display. During the 
test it was also noted that many persons had a hard time focusing on the two displays at the 
same time and many choose to only look at one. This was interesting since in a real parking 
situation nearby cars and the surrounding should be more demanding than in the simulator 
test. In the simulator the use of the rear view mirror was especially difficult because of the 
lack of accurate surroundings. A parking situation in a city can be rather stressful this might 
also have a negative effect on the use of two displays/views at the same time. But on the 
other hand the fact that the driver controls a real time parking situation might make the driver 
more aware of and capable to look at two views either presented in one or two displays.  
 
The Rear view camera system was not preferred by many in the tests. This might be 
because of the lack of driving related input behind the simulator. It is interesting that many 
persons had difficulties to use more then one display at the same time. It should be noted 
that the ability to see obstacles behind the car is far better with a Rear view camera then 
with a 360 Park assist. Perhaps should the Rear view camera be used only when the driver 
wants to activate the view to look backward and not in all parking related situations as during 
the usability tests. 
 
Adapt camera is the only video camera system in this thesis work that provides information 
that is not driver related. In the tests and through out the work the Adapt camera was mostly 
talked about as a Baby camera. This has affected the results and was also commented 
during the focus groups. Depending on what information the Adapt camera provides the view 
is probably best shown in different displays. Perhaps the driver should be able to choose 
where to show the view? The Adapt camera used as a Baby camera or a Horse trailer 
camera contains information that a co-driver could relate to and act on in a greater extent 
than the driver. But on the other hand the system might be most useful when the driver does 
not have a co-driver. In the tests the Adapt camera was displayed besides or together with 
the Night vision because this was decided to be the case with the most negative 
consequences. Perhaps in such scenario the driver would have to choose what information 
that is most important, having to choose which camera to use. Weather this is a likely 
scenario or not can be discussed. In a country where the sun is up only a few hours a day 
during winter the scenario is more likely then in other, more southern, countries. 
 
The Blind spot side camera was the application that was most frequently questioned during 
both the focus groups and the usability tests. It should be noted that it was not the Blind spot 
side camera itself that was questioned but how and where it was displayed. This means that 
the view was difficult to understand and might not have given the function a proper chance. It 
was also suggested that the view should be presented in a more natural location, closer to 
the outer rear view mirrors. Many persons also suggested that the same information could 
be presented in another way and not by video camera views. Regarding activation the 
function was suggested to automatically or manually activate when using blinkers but this 
would be rather tricky since the view should be seen before using blinkers for correct driving. 
Due to the difficulties with how the function should be presented and activated this function 
must be further tested in a real scenario to understand the true use of such system. 
. 
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7. Recommendation 
The final result and conclusions are summarized by the following recommendations for 
further work within the field of this thesis work. 
 
The fact that none of the two concepts was more distinct appreciated than the other tells us 
that one display is too little but four are too many. A combination of the two concepts will be 
the best solution. The ME concept provides more of a “wow-effect” and a more exclusive 
sense than WE. What effect would be preferred? What would the target group prefer? It 
should also be considered to develop functions that fill a wider purpose the “only one 
function”. I believe that the “wow-effect” and safety would increase if one system gives the 
driver information in more than one kind of situation. This would probably also have positive 
effects on the feeling that one display is too little but four are too many. I believe that those 
comments would be fewer if there were fewer functions although the same information was 
displayed. 
 
The concepts' ideas with different focus on the driver or on the "sense of us" in the car are 
needed to be discussed and decided upon. What focus does Volvo Cars want to have? 
Should safety be the primary focus? If so further studies regarding the effect on the driving 
performance should be done. Especially should further tests be executed to evaluate the 
effects of those video camera applications that will be used during high speed. These 
functions will affect the safety while driving either positively or negatively. 
 
I recommend that the alternative to only use one display should be possible although not 
standard. 
 
The following are my recommendations, see table 8. 
 
Table 8. The recommended positions. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Night vision should be automatically suggested, by for example enlightening a button, when 
dark but the driver must chose to activate the function manually. Night vision should be 
based on the technique of farIR so that the view is not as sensitive to different backgrounds. 
 
Front look around the corner should only be shown in situations when needed and this will 
probably be difficult to construct. The driver must manually activate the function with an easy 
reached button or menu. The view should be divided into a right and a left side view. The 
possibility to display the front view in between the both side views should exist. 
 
360 Park assist should automatically be presented in all situations when low speed and 
when in close range to an obstacle. When using reverse gear the function should be active 
automatically. The view should also be activated manually with an easy reached button or 
menu. 
 
Rear view camera should be used only when driver needs an improved rear view vision in 
specific situations. When using reverse gear a button or menu should be enlightened so that 

Function Display 
Night Vision HUD 
Front look around the corner DIM 
360 Park assist ICM 
Rear view camera RVM 
Adapt camera Adaptable (ICM) 
Blind spot side camera ICM
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the driver easily can activate the view. Drivers that would prefer this view instead of or 
together with the 360 Park assist should be able to choose this. 
 
The Adapt camera should be possible to place where ever the driver wants to and be as 
adaptable as the video camera. The ICM should be standard since this is the display 
suitable for most views. Activation of the video camera should naturally be manual since it is 
depending on the driver’s own choice. 
 
The Blind spot side camera should be further investigated before deciding on where to 
present the blind spot as a video camera. There are other ways of presenting the same 
information that are better, for example as BLIS. The information could be presented in a 
graphical way or as the 360 Park assist as a bird view. The function could then be zooming 
in and out depending on what information the driver prefers. Figure 30 shows an example 
that was noted during the focus groups. In this example the cars that are colored in red are 
considered as obstacles that you might not see. Yellow cars should be seen but are still 
obstacles. Green cars are no longer obstacles and you can safely change lane. 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 

Figure 30. A suggestion of how the Blind spot side camera could be displayed. 
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http://www.nightvisionsystems.com/prod/prodCatIndex.aspx?ID=6
http://www.physorg.com/news6565.html
http://www.toyota.eu/06_Safety/03_understanding_active_safety/02_blind_corner.aspx
http://www.autodesigns.com.sg/adm_hud.htm
http://www.oldsmobile.com
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Rear view camera 
http://auto.howstuffworks.com/rearview-camera.htm, 2008-09-25 time 15:42 
http://www.nhtsa.com, Mazzae E. and Garrott R. (2006). DOT HS 810 634, 2008-09-26 time 13:12 
 
Mathematical evaluation 
http://www.luth.se/depts/arb/ind_design/kurser/ARD103/OH8.pdf, 2008-12-28 time 17:08 
 
 

8.3 Pictures 
1, Interior of a Volvo car  
http://www.volvocars.com, 2008-12-18 time 12:41 
 
2, Pyramid with Volvo Cars main values  
http://www.volvocars.com, 2008-09-18 time 09:15 
 
3, Lens’ ability to reshape,  
http://hyperphysics.phy-astr.gsu.edu/hbase/vision/accom.html#c1, 2008-10-17 time 09:57 
 
4, The human mind as an information processor 
C. D. Wickens & J. G. Hollands (1999) ”Engineering Psychology and Human Performance”, Prentice-
Hall Inc., New Jersey 
 
6, Night vision in a Mercedes-Benz 
http://www.popsci.com/gear-gadgets/gallery/2006-05/cars-own-night-slideshow, 2008-09-24 time 
15:49 
 
7, Front look around the corner explanatory pictures 
http://www.toyota.eu/06_Safety/03_understanding_active_safety/02_blind_corner.aspx, 2008-09-24 
time 16.40 
http://gizmodo.com/search/lexus, 2008-09-25 time 10:47 
http://www.netcarshow.com/bmw/2009-750li/800x600/wallpaper_51.htm, 2008-10-01 time 13:38 
 
10, Infinities around view camera 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ABQqD8ChVEw, 2008-12-12 time 13:42 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VBGJjNr6vAE, 2008-09-25 time 12:50 
 
12 a, Adapt camera installed as horse camera 
http://www.ludaelektronik.se/trailercam.htm, 2008-09-26 time 13:57 
 
12 b, Land Rover’s venture camera 
http://www.landrover.co.za/za/en/Vehicles/Range_Rover_06, 2008-09-26 time 14:03 
 
12 c, Toyotas Baby camera 
http://www.toyota.se/cars/new_cars/prius/accessories.aspx, 2008-10-06 time 10:26 
 
13, Blind spot camera by Honda 
http://www.japanesesportcars.com/honda-develops-new-multi-view-camera-system_2721.html. 2008-
09-26 time 14:12 
 
15 a and b, Head Up Display by BMW 
http://www.bmw.co.za/innovationslounge/stage.html, 2008-09-26 time 15:46 
http://www.bmw.co.za/innovationslounge/stage.html, 2008-10-01 time 16:23 
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16, Head Up Display 
http://www.physorg.com/news6565.html, 2008-09-24 time 15:39 
 
17 a-d, Different displays as Driver Information Module 
http://www.roadfly.com/2006-saab-9-3-aero.html, 2008-10-01 time 14:14 
http://z.about.com/d/cars/1/0/Y/0/1/ag_08srt4_speedo.jpg, 2008-10-01 time 14:07 
http://www.volvoclub.org.uk/press/graphics/dim_display.jpg, 2008-10-01 time 09:43 
 
18 a and b, Different displays in the Rear View Mirror 
http://www.xataka.com/2005/07/31-camara-en-el-espejo-retrovisor, 2008-10-06 time 14:33 
http://www.geekologie.com/2008/02/07/rearview-camera.jpg, 2008-10-06 time 14:36 
 
19 a-c, Different displays in the Infotainment Control Module 
http://z.about.com/d/cars/1/0/I/e/ag_07g35_centerstack.jpg, 2008-10-01 time 11:07 
http://www.netcarshow.com/bmw/2009-750li/800x600/wallpaper_60.htm, 2008-10-01 time 13:29 
http://www.volvocars.com/se/All-Cars-MY09/Volvo-XC60/Pages/default.aspx, 2008-10-01 time 11:16 
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Appendix 1           1(1) 

Gantt scheme 
 

 

  Week 
Activity 
 
   

1 
w36 

2 
w37 

3 
w38 

4 
w39 

5 
w40

6 
w41

7 
w42

8 
w43

9 
w44

10
w45

11
w46

12
w47

13 
w48 

14 
w49 

15 
w50 

16 
w51

17
w52

 
 

18
w1 

 
 

19
w2

 
 

20
w3

Planning                                       
Gathering data                                      
Analysis                                        
Specification                                       
Generating concepts                                      
Evaluating concepts                                       
Further development of 
concepts                                     

  

Visualisation                                       
Writing report                                       
Learning Flash                     
Presentation                                       
Christmas                                        
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Appendix 2          1(1) 

Persons who have given me information during this thesis work 
Throughout the thesis work informal interviews, mail contact and meetings with the following 
persons, a part from my supervisors: 
  
At Volvo Car Corporation: 
 
Flemming Vejlö/Mikael Edvardsson Regarding future displays and technical 

solutions. 
Thomas Lindell    Regarding RVM displays 
David De Val Product planning and future solutions in Volvo 

cars. 
Johannes Agardh General information about competitor cars and 

their solutions. 
Konstantin Lindström   Regarding criterions on future displays. 
Patrik Ljungvall    Regarding the rear view display. 
Gunilla Hallberg    Regarding laws and criterions. 
Staffan Davidsson Regarding what information the driver wants in 

specific situations. 
Annie Rydström  Information was obtained about the use of the 

simulator for usability tests. 
Cecilia Holtelius    General information about usability tests 
Ingrid Pettersson General information about usability tests and 

persons available for tests. 
Stefan Norberg Information about the use of Flash and video 

clips. 
 

Other: 
 
Gentex  Meeting providing information about results 

from tests of where the Rear view camera best 
is shown. Also providing technical information 
about the display in the rear view mirror. Daniel 
Eriksson (Gentex), Thomas Lindell, Patrik 
Ljungvall and Thomas Lindgren participated in 
the meeting. Gentex provided with the display 
used in the usability tests. 

 
Denzo  Meeting providing with information about future 

video camera applications and how the could be 
presented. Thomas Lindgren also participated 
in this meeting. 
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Comments from competitor tests in Swedish 
 
BMW 

 Avlång skärm, 8.8", ICM, bra kvalitet, 
solskyddad, multireglage 
 
 
 
 

Nightvision (far IR) aktiveras med en knapp till vänster om ratten. Det som är varmt bli vitt i 
en övrigt ganska mörkgrå bild. Kopplades av då man tog emot samtal men då samtalet var 
igång kom bilden tillbaka. Om night vision var igång aktiverades inte parkassist då man la i 
backen. Bilden på skärmen kunde visas i hela, zoomat och i närstan hela. Man kunde även 
välja att den skulle "följa kurvan" för att få med fokus på vägen. 
 

automatisk broms när man närmade sig andra… bild visades mellan 
de två analoga visarna. Sedan pep det när man var nära och då var 
man tvungen att bromsa själv. I färg. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Parkassist med ljud och färg. Mkt energisk med grönt, gult och rött 
för att markera närheten. Aktiv automatisk vid R annars med knapp 
vid växelspaken, ngt dold. Slutade visas efter en viss hastighet (ca 
20km/h) och eller viss sträcka, dröjde rel. länge.  
 
 

Martin Fagerströms beskrivning av systemet: 
Direktaccessknapp på ljudmodul. 
Visning på skärm i centerstack 
FIR, (Passivt system) 
Kan inte användas om inte framljusen är på (varningsmeddelande efter 5-10s. och sedan 
stängs NV-funktionen av) 
Inställningar av kontrast etc hittade jag inte (kanske ligger de någonstans i iDrive-menyn) 
iDrive-vredet låser sig helt för vridrörelse med den aktiva haptiken när NV är aktivt. 
 
+ FIR-tekniken highlightar varma objekt. Dock är de flesta varma objekt inte några faror utan 
detaljer på andra fordon i trafiken (avgassystem etc)…kan bli lite avtrubbande. 
+ Bra med stor skärm, 8,8tum super wide 
 Mycket detaljer att hålla reda på i bilden. Det underlättar med stor skärm, en liten 
skärm hade blivit för plottrig. 
 Stor bredd viktigare än höjd 
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           2(3) 
+ Hög Show-off faktor! Night vision-skärm imponerar på de flesta. 
+ Tillräckligt detaljerad bild av väg och omgivning trots FIR-teknik. 
 
- Distraherande att behöva titta ner / åt sidan. Kräver aktivt användande och man tröttnar 
efter ett tag att vara en aktiv NV-användare. 

Om man är upptagen av annan uppgift, t ex ACC-reglering (eller att man helt enkelt 
måste koncentrera sig extra mycket på körningen) så hinner man inte skanna av NV-
skärmen.  

- Ibland hänger sig bilden någon sekund, kan upplevas lite hackig. 
- Kameran sitter väldigt lågt i fronten, ger lite sämre sikt över backkrön. (fordon som ligger 
nära ser man nästan underifrån) 
- Vid lätt regn blev bilden lite svagare/mörkare. 
 
Audi 

Display 7-8" Placeras i ICM, Park. Assist 
med ljud och röd markerade linjer. Aktiveras 
automatiskt vid backning, försvinner då man 
kör framåt snabbare än 10km/h. Vid körning 
framåt aktiveras den med en knapp. 
 
Finns settings för park assist men den är 
avakitverad under körning. 
 
Flera av reglagen och ICM, DIM sitter 
ganska djup så att de skyms för andra än 
föraren. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

digital visning av hastigheten i mitten av DIM. Ganska stor 
display 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Lexus, LS 460 
Bra, stor, lyxig display. Lite seg touchskärm jämfört ex med ipod men ändå lätt manövrerad. 
 
Placering högt och bra så att det är enkelt att manövrera samtidigt som man kör. Begränsad 
manöver förmåga vid körning… irriterande då passagerare kan behöva fixa samtidigt.  
 
Ganska stor avskärmande ram runt så att displayen borde skyddas från sol 

P 
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            3(3) 
Park assist ej aktivt I körläge utan bara vid "R" 
Avaktiveras med en knapp 
Störande ljud, går ej att stänga av men går att reglera volymen 
Många finesser 
Känslig mot plant/backe underlag vid automatisk parkering. Man reglerar själv med broms i 
nedåtlut. 
Bra kvalitet på display 
Kamera vy bakåt 
Sensorer framåt 
 
 
 

Med färger och ljud för att illustrerar närhet, bilen är "detaljerad" 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Placeringen av displayen är bra men möjligheten att använda både displayen och de stöd 
linjer osv man får där samtidigt som man själv använder speglar osv för att backa är liten. 

Det är svårt att multitaska eftersom det är framåt 
och bakåt man tittar på en gång. 
 
Inte logiskt med pilarnas riktningar för att flytta 
rutan som skiftade i rött och grönt beroende på 
vad? Otydligt vad det betydde ant. Hur 
markeringen passade in i en ficka… 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Stor skärm i baksätet som skymmer backspegeln när den är nedfälld. 
 

Inget som talar om ifall det finns ngt i dödavinkeln 
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Comments from tests of Volvo XC70 with rear view camera in Swedish 
Displayen som aktiveras med en knapptryckning /med kontrollen är ca 12*8cm. Svagt 
framåtlutad och placerad ganska långt fram under rutan. Liten ram runt som inte skyddar 
mot sol. HLDF- färddator /LLDF- här ser man när sensorerna aktiveras och CD. 

 
Mer markerat med block som tydliggör vilka zoner som är nära något. 
Sensorerna aktiveras med backen. Ljud och bild. Svart vit skärm. 
Sensorerna aktiveras med knapp då man rullar framåt (pga annars 
problem vid ex kö). Störande med skärmen som åker upp och ner 
trots fördröjning. (V70: 2-1.5 m för att aktiveras, hastighet under 
19km/h) 
 
 
 
 

 
Ganska stor backspegel, nära och små vinklar så att 
den blir större ned till.  Backkamera med stödlinjer.  
2.5tum. Bra naturlig placering "upplevs smalt" dvs 
bilden är dragen lite på höjden och ser onaturligt smal 
ut. Stör lite i backspegeln men man kan använda den 
också, samtidigt. Aktiveras automatiskt då backen 
läggs in och kopplas ut annars. 

Front side view, V70 
Lurigt att bedömma avstånd. Bra att man ser hela bilden även det som är framför en. Med 
PAS-grafik kommer bilden dock att bli  liten. Kanske utan grafiken. Aktiveras med en knapp. 
Diskussion kring att splitta vyerna, ha PAS emellan dem. Tänkt att användas för att kunna 
parkera nära framåt och för att se vid dold utfart. 
 
 

HMI-klinik 

CD-display och Sensor 
överblick med block 
som markerar närhet 
 
Knappsats 
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Conclusions from Gentex
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Extraction of report by Gentex 
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Scenario route 
How we drove and what sequence that was filmed, see map below: 

• Exit the parking slot and the garage.   
o Rear view camera    
o 360 Park assist     
o Front look around the corner 

• Drive on Övre husargatan towards Linneplatsen (change lane). 
o Blind spot side camera  

• Turn by Egg and milk at Kastellgatan, and park on the side of the road. 
o Rear view camera     
o 360 Park assist    

• Drive and exit at Nordenskiöldsgatan via Majorsgatan and Sveagatan. Drive towards 
Linneplatsen along the Linnegatan. 

o Night vision     
o Adapt camera     

• Pass Linneplatsen along the Dag Hammarskjöldsleden until Margretebergsgatan. 
Turn in the roundabout. 

o Night vision     
o Adapt camera     
o Blind spot side camera (change lane)  

• Return to Övre husargatan.  
o Night vision     
o Adapt camera     

• Return to the garage and park. 
o 360 Park assist    
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Material used as information during focus groups and usability tests in Swedish 
(pictures are minimized) 
 
Night vision 
För att underlätta körning på natten. Bygger på Infraröd teknik. Två tekniker där den ena 
(farIR) detekterar värme som ses som ljusa detaljer i en ganska mörkomgivning. Den andra 
(nearIR) sänder ut IR som reflekteras och skapar en bild. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FarIR        NearIR 
 
Front look around the corner 
Används för att undvika krock vid utkörning ur t.ex. ett garage eller när man skall parkera 
nära något framåt. Man får vyn fram och åt sidorna innan man kan se genom fönstren. 
 
 

 
360 parkassist 
För att enklare kunna manövrera bilen då utrymmet är litet eller det upplevs som ett behov. 
Idag används sensorer som tillsammans med en grafiskbild och ljud ger information om 
närhet till eventuells föremål. Kameror ger en 360graders fågelvy över bilen och den 
närmsta omgivningen så att det är enkelt att se hur bilen förhåller sig till omgivningen. 
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Rear view camera         2(2) 
Backkamera som ger föraren möjlighet att se vad som finns bakom bilen. Hjälpmedel för att 
t.ex. fickparkera. 
 

 
Adapt camera 
En kamera som kan placeras helt efter behov i bilen, under bilen eller I hästtransporten. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Blind spot side camera 
Denna kamera har för avsikt att ge föraren information så att den inte missar något som 
befinner sig vid sidan av bilen när man t.ex. ska parkera eller byta fil.  
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Focus group plan 
• No critics, every body is welcome 
• Background 

 
A part of a bigger project started by Vägverket, IVSS. Volvo Cars has started the project 
OPTIVe (Optimized systems integration for safe interaction in vehicles) together with 
Chalmers and LTU.  
 
More cameras are going to be used in future cars to increase safety. There is no 
investigation done to evaluate where the cameras best are displayed in the cars, 
measured subjectively. My goal is to explore and evaluate the most natural positions in 
order to increase safety and comfort etc. 
 

• Explain the different displays, differences in size etc. Use the poster to make it 
easier. Don’t forget to tell that a part from size the distance from the eyes also 
affects how the display is seen by the driver.  

 
• Talk about the six functions separately, use informative material. 

o Night vision 
o Front look around the corner 
o 360 Park assist 
o Rear view camera 
o Adapt camera 
o Blind spot side camera 

 
- Is the information important to the driver and/or the co-driver? 
- Used in city/country road/motor high way? 
- Stressed situations?  
- Will the steering wheel affect the display? Will spokes/hands cover the display? Does the 
driver turn/move/… in the kind of situation? 
-Should it be displayed as right/left and does that affect where the functions should be 
displayed? 
- Will it be used during longer/shorter periods of time? 
- Is there other information that must be seen at the same time? Is it necessary? 
- Does the size of the display affect where the function should be displayed? Do you need to 
see details? 
- Should the information be displayed in more than one display at the same time? 
- The eye needs to refocus when looking in far/close distance. This gets worse by age. Does 
that affect witch display to choose? 
- When and in what situations do you think this function should be used? Activation 
automatically or manually? How? 
 

• Do you want this function to be showed at the same time as one of the others? If so 
should they be displayed in one or two displays? 

 
• I am going to further evaluate three concepts, ME, WE and MEWE. The ideas behind 

and where the functions will be displayed. Comments. 
 
• Give the participants the questionnaires. 
 
• Fika-time! 
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Questionnaire used during focus groups in Swedish 
1. Var tycker du att följande kamera vyer helst skall placeras och varför (varje vy ska 

bara placeras på ett ställe, där du helst vill ha den): 
• Night vision 
• Front look around the corner 
• 360 Park assist 
• Rear view camera 
• Adapt camera 
• Blind spot side camera 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

1.     3. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2.     4. 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Kommentarer om det t.ex. är några vyer som du vill skall visas samtidigt: 
 

 
 

3. RVM 

1. HUD 

2. DIM 

4. ICM 

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________ 

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________ 

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________ 

____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________
____________________ 
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            2(2) 
2. När/hur vill du helst att vyerna skall aktiveras? Automatiskt eller manuellt och i så fall 

när/hur? 
 

Automatiskt   Manuellt   
Night vision  О, när:_______________________ О, hur:_____________________ 
 
Front look around. О. när:_______________________ О, hur:_____________________ 
 
360 Park assist О, när:_______________________ О, hur:_____________________ 
 
Rear view camera О, när:_______________________ О, hur:_____________________ 
 
Adapt camera  О, när:_______________________ О, hur:_____________________ 
 
Blind spot side cam. О, när:_______________________ О, hur:_____________________ 
 
  
Eventuella kommentarer: 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 

 

 

Fika tajm!  
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Usability test plan 
• Background 

 
• Explain the different functions, show informative material. 
 
• Explain what will happen: You will test two concepts where the functions are 

displayed differently. After one concept you will answer to a few questions before 
starting with the next. The concepts will be displayed to you when you are sitting in 
the simulator. Today you will not be able to control the situation that is displayed 
before you because it is fixed. I hope that you will feel comfortable. The video camera 
sequences that will be displayed to you are illustrative and are not always completely 
true. The displays that are used in the tests are close to what will be used in a future 
Volvo car. 

 
• I want you to try to act as normal as possible in the scenario that will be displayed to 

you, using blinkers, rear view mirror and so on. Adjust the seat and mirror so that you 
feel comfortable. A voice will tell you what happens during the test and where the 
different views are displayed. The test is anonymous and you can stop when ever 
you want. 

 

ME concept: 
Show which displays that will be used, explain hot they work. 
 
Night vision    HUD 
Front look around the corner  DIM 
360 Park assist  ICM 
Rear view camera  RVM 
Adapt camera    ICM 
Blind spot side camera DIM 
 

WE concept: 
All functions will be displayed in the ICM. If two functions are displayed at the same time the 
slit the display/or are shown one at the time. 
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Questionnaire used during usability tests in Swedish 
 
Jag började med koncept:       ME  WE 
 
Kön:           M   K 
 
 
 
Ålder:     18-45år       46-70år 
 
 

1. Vad var bra/ dåligt med ME? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
2. Tycker du att någon information visades i fel display/kändes onaturlig? I så fall vilken 

och varför? I vilken display tycker du den skulle visas istället? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3. Vad var bra/ dåligt med WE? 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

4. Vilket koncept tyckte du bäst om? ME då flera displayer användes eller WE då bara 
displayen i centerstacken användes? Varför? 

 
 
 
 
 
 

5. Om möjligheten hade funnits att visa informationen i mer än en display samtidigt 
hade du velat det? Varför? 
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6. I testet aktiverades samtliga vyer automatisk. Tycker du att det var bra eller hade du 

velat aktivera dem manuellt eller både och? Svara för varje kamerafunktion separat 
och kommentera ditt svar. 

 
Manuellt Automatiskt 

  
Night vision:   
 
 
 
 
Front look around the corner:  
 
 
 
 
360 Park assist:  
 
 
 
 
Rear view camera:  
 
 
 
 
Adapt camera:  
 
  
 
 
Blind spot side camera: 
 
 
 
  
 
 

7. Eventuella kommentarer. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
TACK för din hjälp! 
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Specification for each video camera function 
Function Demand/Wish/Not 

important 
Demands and Wishes Responsible

  1. Geometry  
Night Vision W The size enables detailed views MJ 
Night Vision W The display is positioned so that 

passengers are able to see 
MJ 

Night Vision D Enable usage when little steering MJ 
Night Vision D Enable usage when much steering MJ 
Night Vision D Enable usage of navigation at the same 

time 
MJ 

Night Vision W Enable usage of infotainment at the 
same time 

MJ 

Night Vision D Enable usage of driver information at the 
same time 

MJ 

  2. Safety  
Night Vision D Allow safe driving during long period of 

time 
MJ 

Night Vision W Allow safe driving during short period of 
time 

MJ 

Night Vision D Allow safe driving in high density traffic 
(city) 

MJ 

Night Vision D Allow safe driving on country roads MJ 
Night Vision D Allow safe driving on motor highway MJ 
  3. HMI  
Night Vision W Allow easy handling in stressed 

situations 
MJ 

Night Vision D Allow usage of complementary function 
at the same time in the same/other 
display 

MJ 

  4. Ergonomics  
Night Vision N Allow usage in day light MJ 
Night Vision D Allow usage in night light MJ 
Night Vision D Consideration to problems with 

accommodation of the eye due to age  
MJ 
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            2(6) 
Function Demand/Wish/Not 

important 
Demands and Wishes Responsible

  1. Geometry  
Front look around 
the corner 

W The size enables detailed views MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

W The display is positioned so that 
passengers are able to see 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

D Enable usage when little steering MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

W Enable usage when much steering MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

W Enable usage of navigation at the same 
time 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

W Enable usage of infotainment at the 
same time 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

W Enable usage of driver information at the 
same time 

MJ 

  2. Safety  
Front look around 
the corner 

N Allow safe driving during long period of 
time 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

D Allow safe driving during short period of 
time 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

D Allow safe driving in high density traffic 
(city) 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

W Allow safe driving on country roads MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

N Allow safe driving on motor highway MJ 

  3. HMI  
Front look around 
the corner 

W Allow easy handling in stressed 
situations 

MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

N Allow usage of complementary function 
at the same time in the same/other 
display 

MJ 

  4. Ergonomics  
Front look around 
the corner 

D Allow usage in day light MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

D Allow usage in night light MJ 

Front look around 
the corner 

N Consideration to problems with 
accommodation of the eye due to age 

MJ 
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Function Demand/Wish/Not 

important 
Demands and Wishes Responsible

  1. Geometry  
360 Park assist D The size enables detailed views MJ 
360 Park assist W The display is positioned so that 

passengers are able to see 
MJ 

360 Park assist N Enable usage when little steering MJ 
360 Park assist D Enable usage when much steering MJ 
360 Park assist W Enable usage of navigation at the same 

time 
MJ 

360 Park assist W Enable usage of infotainment at the 
same time 

MJ 

360 Park assist W Enable usage of driver information at the 
same time 

MJ 

  2. Safety  
360 Park assist N Allow safe driving during long period of 

time 
MJ 

360 Park assist D Allow safe driving during short period of 
time 

MJ 

360 Park assist D Allow safe driving in high density traffic 
(city) 

MJ 

360 Park assist W Allow safe driving on country roads MJ 
360 Park assist N Allow safe driving on motor highway MJ 
  3. HMI  
360 Park assist D Allow easy handling in stressed 

situations 
MJ 

360 Park assist D Allow usage of complementary function 
at the same time in the same/other 
display 

MJ 

  4. Ergonomics  
360 Park assist D Allow usage in day light MJ 
360 Park assist D Allow usage in night light MJ 
360 Park assist N Consideration to problems with 

accommodation of the eye due to age 
MJ 
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Function Demand/Wish/Not 

important 
Demands and Wishes Responsible

  1. Geometry  
Rear view 
camera 

D The size enables detailed views MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

W The display is positioned so that 
passengers are able to see 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

W Enable usage when little steering MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

D Enable usage when much steering MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

W Enable usage of navigation at the same 
time 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

W Enable usage of infotainment at the 
same time 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

W Enable usage of driver information at the 
same time 

MJ 

  2. Safety  
Rear view 
camera 

N Allow safe driving during long period of 
time 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

D Allow safe driving during short period of 
time 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

D Allow safe driving in high density traffic 
(city) 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

W Allow safe driving on country roads MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

N Allow safe driving on motor highway MJ 

  3. HMI  
Rear view 
camera 

D Allow easy handling in stressed 
situations 

MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

D Allow usage of complementary function 
at the same time in the same/other 
display 

MJ 

  4. Ergonomics  
Rear view 
camera 

D Allow usage in day light MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

D Allow usage in night light MJ 

Rear view 
camera 

N Consideration to problems with 
accommodation of the eye due to age 

MJ 
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Function Demand/Wish/Not 

important 
Demands and Wishes Responsible

  1. Geometry  
Adapt camera W The size enables detailed views MJ 
Adapt camera D The display is positioned so that 

passengers are able to see 
MJ 

Adapt camera D Enable usage when little steering MJ 
Adapt camera D Enable usage when much steering MJ 
Adapt camera D Enable usage of navigation at the same 

time 
MJ 

Adapt camera W Enable usage of infotainment at the 
same time 

MJ 

Adapt camera D Enable usage of driver information at the 
same time 

MJ 

  2. Safety  
Adapt camera D Allow safe driving during long period of 

time 
MJ 

Adapt camera D Allow safe driving during short period of 
time 

MJ 

Adapt camera D Allow safe driving in high density traffic 
(city) 

MJ 

Adapt camera D Allow safe driving on country roads MJ 
Adapt camera D Allow safe driving on motor highway MJ 
  3. HMI  
Adapt camera W Allow easy handling in stressed 

situations 
MJ 

Adapt camera D Allow usage of complementary function 
at the same time in the same/other 
display 

MJ 

  4. Ergonomics  
Adapt camera D Allow usage in day light MJ 
Adapt camera D Allow usage in night light MJ 
Adapt camera D Consideration to problems with 

accommodation of the eye due to age 
MJ 
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Function Demand/Wish/Not 

important 
Demands and Wishes Responsible

  1. Geometry  
Blind spot side 
camera 

D The size enables detailed views MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

W The display is positioned so that 
passengers are able to see 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Enable usage when little steering MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

W Enable usage when much steering MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Enable usage of navigation at the same 
time 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

W Enable usage of infotainment at the 
same time 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Enable usage of driver information at the 
same time 

MJ 

  2. Safety  
Blind spot side 
camera 

W Allow safe driving during long period of 
time 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow safe driving during short period of 
time 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow safe driving in high density traffic 
(city) 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow safe driving on country roads MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow safe driving on motor highway MJ 

  3. HMI  
Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow easy handling in stressed 
situations 

MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow usage of complementary function 
at the same time in the same/other 
display 

MJ 

  4. Ergonomics  
Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow usage in day light MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

D Allow usage in night light MJ 

Blind spot side 
camera 

W Consideration to problems with 
accommodation of the eye due to age 

MJ 
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Results from focus groups regarding preferred way of activation 
Results from the first/younger group: 

How to activate the functions

Night vision Front look
around the

corner

360 Park
assist

Rear view
camera

Adapt
camera

Blind spot
side camera

Function

A
ut

om
at

ic
/M

an
ua

l

Automatic Manual
 

 
 
Results from the second/older: 

How to activate the functions

0
1
1
2
2
3
3
4
4
5

Night vision Front look
around the

corner

360 Park
assist

Rear view
camera

Adapt camera Blind spot
side camera

Function

A
ut

om
at
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/M

an
ua

l

Automatic Manual
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Results from the third/expert group:        2(2) 

How to activate the functions

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Night vision Front look
around the

corner

360 Park
assist

Rear view
camera

Adapt
camera

Blind spot
side camera

Function

A
ut

om
at

ic
/M

an
ua

l

Automatic
Manual
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Notes from focus groups in Swedish 
Vyerna alltid på samma ställe, ska inte behöva leta. Man vill testa 
Den mesta informationen är avsedd för föraren, bonus om de andra kan se också 
ICM kopplad till underhållning, där kollar jag när jag är intresserad. 
Kan vara idé att kunna välja default läge/personlig inställning så att varje vy placeras där 
man själv helst vill. Ex. om man vill att alla vyer också ska visas i ICM samtidigt som där 
man helst vill ha den. Lurigt om man kan välja för mkt så att man måste leta efter vyerna. 
HUD -känns mer naturlig för vyer som är utanför bilen eftersom den i sig är utanför. Bra om 
man vill kunna se ngt under en längre tid eftersom den inte direkt påverkar annan info. Kan 
man växla mellan olika lägen för ex färger så att den är optimalt anpassad för mörker/ljus 
Samma typ av info i samma display, skilj på säkerhet/hjälp 
 
HUD -bara viktig info, säkerhet, trafikbunden 
 -gärna hastighet och tillåten hastighet 
DIM -mkt viktig info här 

Night vision 
Bara för föraren, passagerare sällan med/ de sover på natten. 
FarIR måste vara nära synfältet så att man reagerar 
NearIR stort så att man ser och kan urskilja det viktiga, sämre? 
Kanske kan aktiveras vid vissa situationer? Det är inte alltid då det är mörkt man vill ha det. 
Annars är det nog bättre att aktivera manuellt så att den inte plötsligt ploppar upp och 
distraherar. 
Flera displayer ger med show off effekt 
Egentligen behöver man inte se allt så noga utan viktiga saker kan indikeras 
Typen av night vision påverkar! 
även för en co-driver, om det är en bra 
Kanske som bältespåminnare: Nu borde du använda night vision men man väljer det själv 
Kan det automatiskt känna av om det är något viktigt och sålla bort info annars? 
Ploppa upp när det behövs 
Hellre manuellt så att man inte "luras" ofta 
Hastighetsberoende 
Säkerhetsinfo borde vara i synfältet 
Vara i mittlinjen för hö/vä ska bli enklare 
 
HUD - Där tittar man ändå  

- farIR okej här eftersom det ändå är ganska jämt mörk bakgrund 
-lätt att läsa av nattetid 
- tar inte plats från förarinfo 
-full fokus fram är viktigt 
-Hö/vä enkelt eftersom rakt framför 
-eftersom man upptäcker saker långsammare är det viktigt att man har fokus fram 

RVM - fel på natten, man tittar normalt bakåt I den. Höger/vänster svårt. 
-jätte onaturligt ex när man pillar med stereon är det sedan svårt att hålla koll på 
vägen 

DIM - nearIR  
ICM -jag som är kort ser inte annars 
 -då ser passageraren också 
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Front look around the corner 
Förarinfo         
Stor display behövs 
Helst rakt framför så att hö/vä är enklare, skilj dem gärna åt för att det ska bli enklare 
Kort tid, ofta står man stilla med ratten rakt fram (ev. i sväng), vid det tillfället är annan 
förarinfo lika viktig. 
Det är viktigt att man ser detaljer så att man ser om det är en cyklist/fotgängare, vill veta om 
det kommer snabbt. 
Automatiskt kopplat till navigeringen? 
Manuellt: inte så ofta man vill ha det, inte alla korsningar vilket kan vara svårt att detektera. 
Borde försvinna vid viss hastighet 
hjälpinfo 
 
DIM -hö/vä enkelt 

-man måste kanske se handbromsen då man står i backe. Naturligt att det är framför. 
gärna att vyerna är tydligt separerade så att man förstår vad som är 
höger och vad som är vänster 
 

-syns även då man lutar sig framåt, i blickfånget 
 -perfekt! Där har man koll 
 -eftersom skärmen är stor kan man dela upp den på vän./hö. Sida 
 -man har låg fart så då behöver inte de normala saker synas/ inte lika mkt koll framåt 
HUD -men i så fall med komplementerande info i DIM 
 -spontant, logiskt man tittar ju fram. Man behöver ändå inte så stor 

-synfältsoptimering 
ICM -inte bra eftersom man reflexmässigt lutar sig lite fram för att kika. Då ser man inte 

ICM längre 
 - man har tid så hö/vä blir inte ett problem 
RVM  –förvirrande att titta där man normalt ser bakåt för att se hur det ser ut framåt 
 

360 park assist 
Hö/vä inte lika viktigt eftersom man ser tydligt runt om bilen samtidigt-enklare 
En display, ev valbart. 
Bilen i längstgående 
Auto vid back, manuellt framåt (kö=problem annars), försvinner vid viss hastighet 
Storlek viktigt, "man fastnar lätt" 
Ihop med backkamera när man backar 
När det är för mörkt för att man ska kunna lita på funktionen borde den vara avstängd 
automatiskt så att man inte gör något dumt 
Räcker med grafisk bild för att se samma information 
 
ICM -lätt att se detaljer 
 -Skyms ej av ratten 
 -vänster sida, ev. ihop med någon annan 
 -enkelt att titta i då man vänder sig fram/bak för att se 
 -stor display så att man ser 
 -stor så att man får överblick  
DIM -stor, tydligt på vilken sida sakerna är 

-ev problem med rattandet 
-ratten kommer inte skymma hela displayen 
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Rear view 
Annan info ex stereo oviktigt vid detta tillfället, fokuserad 
Automatiskt vid back, försvinner framåt. 
Hjälplinjer av och på 
Säkerhetskamera så att man inte backar på någon 
Bra för äldre att slippa vrida på huvudet 
 
RVM - mest naturlig 

-för liten 
 - Lätt att hålla koll på övrig trafik samtidigt 

-reflexmässigt 
ICM - om man vill ha hjälplinjer 

-enkelt att titta i då man vänder sig fram/bak för att se 
 -om här också om tillsammans med 360 park assist 

-stor display så att man ser 
DIM - inte bra pga rattutslagen 
 

Adapt camera 
Ljud? 
Inte enskilt för föraren 
Valfri beroende på vad man vill se 
Häst/baby- mer lång resa 
Måste vara enkelt 
Hö/vä inte lika viktigt 
Man får inte problem med fokus osv eftersom man väljer när man har tid att titta 
Manuellt på/av 
Detaljer så som en napp måste synas 
Oftast: ha på den under en längre tid och tittar ibland. 
 
ICM -för att den stör minst där 
 -bra så att passagerarna ser denna 
 -stor bild som inte behövs hela tiden 
 -inte jätte viktigt att man tittar hela tiden, därför bra här 
 -en VI-grej därför borde den sitta så att alla ser, tittar bara ibland 
 -så man ser detaljer 
RVM - om man har den som backkamera, ev även för babycam.  

- Övervakande då känns det naturligt här.  
DIM -jag kör och vill ändå hålla blicken framåt 

 

Blind spot side camera 
Överblick viktigt 
Mycket information ska få plats, storlek viktigt 
Hö/vä viktigt 
Svårt att veta var den är bäst, man vill testa 
Används under längre tid, manuellt 
Det finns risk att man glömmer bort att använda om manuellt. 
Dagens varningssystem bättre med ljud, BLIS 
Hellre fågel vy så att det är enklare med hö/Va 
Aktiveras med blinkers, ett hack extra 
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DIM - man rattar inte direkt 
 - avvara ett utrymme 
 -Underlättar hö/vä 
 -bra storlek 
ICM - om hela tiden 
RVM - svårt 

-spontant eftersom man tittar bakåt 
-bättre placering eftersom man fortfarande kan vara mer uppmärksam på det som 
händer runt omkring t.ex. om man står i kö eller då det är tät trafik. 

 -med färdriktningen 
 -synfältsoptimering, och uppmärksamhet samtidigt på vägen 
 -för att kunna hålla koll på vägen samtidigt 
HUD - svårt 
 - ev. kan man i så fall också erbjuda info i DIMen 

Tillsammans 
360 park assist och rear view camera  
-Skulle kunna vara i samma display men storleken blir ett problem 
-Båda används vid låg hastighet 
-samma ställe så man slipper kolla på mer än ett ställe 
-Kombinera med PAS-grafik i ICM 
-Vid backning bara 
 
Night vision och adapt camera  
-inte i samma display 

Koncept 
Bra… testa extremen med allt i ICM vid WE-konceptet 
 
ME 
-front look around, du är på väg att svänga så ofta kanske man redan vridit ratten? Ekrar 
ivägen? 
-adapt cam i HUD, kontrasterna kommer inte vara tillräckligt bra. 
-adapt cam i HUD, risk att man tittar för mycket, distraherar 
-Blind spot i DIM, om man har den på under längre tid inte lika bra. 
 
WE 
-De passagerare som ska vara med och köra kan vara en säkerhets risk! 
-billigare, närmre i framtiden 
-blind spot i RVM, är bilden tillräckligt stor? Mkt info 
 
WEME 
För mycket information 

Sätt att aktivera: 

Automatiskt, när? 
Night vision 
- när det blir mörkt om man valt att aktivera den sedan innan 
-när något uppenbarar sig/eller ploppar upp när man måste veja! 
-Ev hastighet/mörker bundet 
-vid skymning 
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Front look around the corner 
- vid låg hastighet 
-när kamera/sensor känner att det är trångt åt sidorna 
-kopplat till Navigering 
 
360 park assist 
- När man backat och sedan ska den vara kvar medan ettan är i också. Då 2an läggs i 
försvinner den. 
-vid låg fart 
-när saker är nära 
 
Rear view Camera 
- När backen är inne 
- vid lågfart 
 
Adapt camera 
 
Blind spot side camera 
-när det är bilar/ngt I döda vinkeln 
-när man använder blinkern, ett extra hack (annars kanske det inte går att blinka) 

Manuellt, hur? 
Night vision 
- direkt access knapp 
-man borde bli påmind om det hela tiden, som bältespåminnare 
 
Front look around the corner 
- utöver automatiskt 
- direkt access knapp 
 
360 park assist 
-ska vara enkelt att slå av och på 
-knapp på panel 
 
Rear view camera 
-ska vara enkelt att slå av och på 
-knapp på växelspak 
 
Adapt camera 
-Menysystemet första gången du aktiverar den, därefter snabbtryck med knapp. 
- direkt access knapp 
 
Blind spot side camera 
- direkt access knapp 
-Knapp vid ratten men erbjuda automatiskt också. 
-med blinkersen, en knapp där 
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Appendix 17          1(3) 

Notes from usability tests in Swedish 
 
ME 
Svårt med så många displayer, rörigt, svårt att hålla reda på 
Night vision bra att nå med blicken 
Bra med mer naturliga placeringar 
DIM är svår att använda med bilder, vanesak, måste testas mer 
Storleken på DIM är bra 
DIM skyms ibland av ratten, Blind spot side view är inte bra där 
Rear view mycket logiskt i RVM 
Night vision för liten, var svår att se 
Risk att det är för mycket "bling" som man tröttnar på 
Jag gillar inte HUD display, den stör mitt synintryck min enda verkliga insignal 
Kräver tillvänjning 
Rear view camera och 360 park assist är svåra att hålla koll på när de är på olika ställen 
Night vision mycket bra 
Blind spot side camera logiskt placerad framför mig i DIM 
Blind spot side camera är irriterande i DIM 
Bra att många vyer kan presenteras samtidigt 
Bra att night vision och baby cameran separeras 
Separeringen av vyer vid parkering kan vara enklare när man själv kontrollerar farten och 
kan ta mer tid för att titta 
Look around the corner kändes naturligt i DIM, centrerad och stor 
Inte nödvändigt med alla 4 displayerna 
 
Annan placering 
Blind spot side camera i ICM 
Det som visades i DIM skulle visas i ICM 
RVM är för liten 
Front look around the corner i HUD 
Baby camera i DIM/RVM 
Look around the corner i ICM 
Backkameran borde visas I ICM 
Eventuellt blind spot side view I RVM 
 
WE 
360 park assist och rear view camera bra ihop 
Svårt med Night vision i ICM, svår tolkad 
Inte bra med två bilder brevid varandra 
Blind spot side view åt vänster känns väldigt fel eftersom displayen är placerad åt höger 
Bra med baby camera och night vision bredvid varandra eftersom jag bara kastar en 
snabblick och då vill jag inte ändra "vy" 
Mindre rörig men all information passade inte där 
Mindre distraherande 
Bra, ingenting störde mitt synfält. Vid behov valde jag själv att titta där 
Slipper höja blicken till RVM/sänka till DIM 
Att de baby camera bredvid night vision är distraherande 
 
övrigt 
ICM gärna placerad högre så att den är mer i blickfånget 
Backspeglar+ICM hade varit bra ihop 
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Blind spot side view borde visas i displayer där man tittar, åt höger och vänster eller i 
backspeglarna. 
Night vision ska projiceras på hela vindrutan, i mer naturliga storlekar och på rätt plats. 
Använd symboler i Night vision för att få bilden att ge tydligare information 
Formatet på Night vision kunde vara lite mer fyrkantigt än rektangulärt 
Skymd sikt på grund av A-stolparna måste beaktas 
Kan vara bra att komplettera i ICM ibland, kan öka säkerheten om andra kan hjälpa till 
Föraren har ansvaret, ingen annan måste se vad som händer 
Risk för att passagerarna lägger sig i körningen för mycket om informationen visas här också 
Hänsyn bör tas till navigeringsystem 
Bra att se 360 park assist och rear view camera samtidigt, kompletterar varandra, svårt att 
titta på båda man måste välja en av dem 
Blind spot side camera svår att tyda, kanske kan visas åt höger och vänster, grafisk 
presentation kan vara bättre 
Blind spot side camera är onödig, BLIS räcker 
Bakgrundsinformation som baby camera och parkerings hjälpen går bra i ICM 
Förarrelaterad information presenteras med logiskt i HUD och DIM 
Man måste kunna växla mellan de olika bilderna 
Man måste öva på detta innan det används 
DIM är svår att hålla koll på utan att släppa vägen helt 
360 park assist är bra, känns tryggt och bättre än rear view camera, en räcker 
Adapt camera är den som måste ses av alla i bilen, annan information måste bara ses av 
föraren 
ICM placeringen var bra, högt upp 
Baby camera borde inte vara på hela tiden av säkerhetsskäl, trafikfara 
Om blind spot side view är placerad i sidobackspeglarna kan den vara på hela tiden 
Look around the corner kanske kan delas upp helt i två bilder om man placerar 
hastighetsmätaren emellan 
Night vision borde kunna vara valbart att visa i ICM 
Använd inte två vyer i en och samma display, det är för mycket information 
 
Aktivering 
Jag vill vara helt säker på vad det är jag ser, om jag inte valt det själv är det irriterande.  
Jag blir mer aktiv om jag känner behovet innan det aktiveras. 
Båda manuell och automatisk aktivering är en fördel 
Ska finnas ett säkerhetspaket som slår på automatiskt vid fara: (NV, 360, rear, blind spot) 
 
Night vision 
Man vill kunna välja bort stadstrafik 
Automatiskt när något varmt/rörligt dyker upp, även manuellt 
Automatiskt om det går att sortera ut det viktiga, människor och djur 
Automatiskt vid mörker, skymning 
Måste kunna stängas av manuellt 
När det är nödvändigt 
Störande i gränsfall så manuellt är bäst 
Automatiskt när man tänder upp helljusen 
Aktiveras manuellt med färddatorn 
Beror på så mycket (vilt, trafik, fotgängare osv) manuellt är bäst 
 
Front look around the corner 
Automatiskt om bilen känner av att det är något som skymmer sikten, även manuellt 
Manuellt med knapp 
Automatiskt när den är bra att ha 
Automatiskt med sensor som känner att bilen står still, blink är endera hållet visar den vyn 
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När bilen rullar måste vyn försvinna 
Kan aktiveras automatiskt med färddatorn om man ställt in ett sådant mode eller om låg 
hastighet 
Automatiskt om man kan trigga den när det behövs 
 
360 park assist 
Alltid vid låga farter 
När backväxeln ligger i 
Automatsikt vid stopp och sedan backväxel 
Vid parkeringssituationer 
Behov inte alltid vid parkering om det inte är trångt, manuellt är bättre 
Inte alltid då man kör sakta, utan vid parkering bara 
 
Rear view camera 
När backväxeln ligger i 
Med en knapp, manuellt 
 
Adapt camera 
Vid knapptryckning ska den aktiveras och sedan ska inaktiveras efter en kort stund 
Extra utrustning, behöver inte direkt knapp 
 
Blind spot side camera 
Knapp på ratten, stängs av efter sväng 
Måste gå fort, man hinner inte aktivera manuellt 
Vill ha den på hela tiden utom när det är mörkt och jag kör på landsväg 
Aktiveras med blinkers 
Aktiveras som BLIS idag, när något är i döda vinkeln 
Vid behov ska den aktiveras automatiskt 
Manuellt om den är placerad i ICM 
Om man valt ett sådant mode så kan vyn aktiveras automatiskt när något befinner sig i döda 
vinkeln/ man blinkar 
När jag svänger och något är i döda vinkeln ska den tändas 
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